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of eager little pansy
faces upturned to bers.
"Oh, mother, mother!"
Don's voice
became a squeal of joyousness. "This
Is the maglo garden
I know It Is!
See all the pretty flowering shrubs-lo- ok
at all the pansles and mountain
daisies and everything!"
Agatha looked amazed and somewhat disconcerted to find herself In
the midst of a 'beautiful private garden.
Narrow walks hedged with
green led away from the wide expanse of pansy beds toward an Imposing house
among the
distant trees.
"Don, dear, I'm afraid we're tres" she was saying when the
passing
child paused at the entrance to a path
and looked back at ber with complete
happiness upon bis chubby face.
"Mother, dear! It is the garden of
magic flowers and here comes the
prince! And I guess it's the king
with him!" he ended rather timidly as
two men stepped from the path and
looked from the handsome lad to the
beautiful,
little widow in her
black garments.
The elder man was tall and stately
of carriage and had stern, sorrowful,
dark eyes that flashed wonderfully
when they fell upon the Intruders.
His hair was white as snow and he
wore a mustache that added to his
dignified appearance.
The young man the one whom Don
bad called the "prince" was also tall,
and he was handsome, too, In a ruddy
Scotch way, with honest blue eyes
that looked stern at first and then became as tender as a woman's.
Agatha looked surprised, then proud
and scornful, and would have turned
away had not the two men stepped
hastily forward each with outstretched hands
"Daughter!" cried the elder man.
"Agatha!" pleaded Sandy Mcintosh.
Don, watching with curious eyes,
saw hi 8 mother's faoe soften as It did
when she looked - at btm. He saw
tears come Into ber proud dark eyes
and wash out the pain and sorrow
from them. He saw the king and the
prince and his mother all holding
hands and klBslng and be felt himself
hugged and kissed and tossed upon
the king's shoulders.
"Mother, has the magic garden
cured you, too?" he called down.
"Yes, darling," cried happy Agatha,
because her father was holding one of
her hands and Sandy was holding the
other.
a wilderness

Flower Magic
By CLARISSA
(Cuprrlgbt,

.

lyilt,

tir Aseuclaied Literary Preen.)

Agatha Lynde gathered her little
lad closer to her heart and finished
the fairy tale she had been telling In
the twilight of an April day.
"And so the beautiful princess who
bad suffered so much pain and known
so many sorrows, hardened her heart
against all the world and was very unhappy Indeed. One day she wandered
by chance Into the gardens of a
strange prince who loved flowers so
much that be devoted all bis time to
caring for them. He had fields of
pinks and mignonette and popples and
pansles and roses of every description.
s
There were lilies and
and every beautiful flower thai
blooms.
"When the princess came suddenly
upon the flowers and stood In the
midst of them and saw their beautiful
fragrant faces turned toward her, all
the sorrow In her heart melted I""
Ice In the sun and she cried for .
happiness of living in such a beautitul
world.
" fter a long time she married the
pn
and came to live among the
flow. ' and whenever anyone was
Btr1ckb with pain and sorrow the
prince and his wife brought them at
once to the flower fields and the rose
gardens and they forgot their troubles at once."
"I wish there was a magic garden
like that near New York," sighed Don,
his wistful eyes fixed on the sunset
glory shining beyond the rooftops.
"Darling, I wish there was!" cried
Agatha,- - hugging him closer.
"We
would go to It together and forget how
poor we are and everything!"
'It would have to be a really true
garden," declared Don, "because I've
been In the flower shops and although
they're lovely they don't smell just
like outdoors ought to smell."
1
"Of course they don't!
haven't
known what it was to smell real flowers since I came here to this terrible
city!" Agatha's voice broke slightly.
"Mother, dear! If you could only
have gone with me to Grandmother
Lynde's that summer! That was a
gaVden!" Don smiled In ecstatic recollection of the only time he bad ever
been In a real garden and after all
that was merely the prim suburban
backyard of Grandmother Lynde's
place In High Hills. Agatha had not
been Invited to go because the Lyndes
did not approve of the wife of their
only adored son, Pierre, who played
first violin In a
orchestra.
Agatha Dale had been very young
and fool'nh when she defied the mandates of her family and eloped with
the handsome violinist
She bad led a lonely life there In
the big city until Don came to brighten her existence. Pierre was temperamental and exceedingly selfish
and his love had been a thing of a
day. When he was taken sick she
had nursed him side by side with bis
mother, who would have driven the
bated wife away, but Agatha had stayed until the last' breath had sighed
past his Hps. When Madame Lynde
passionately
declared that Pierre
might have lived but for Agatha's Inexperienced nursing, the
had packed her few belongings and
gone away with her son disappeared
In the maze of tenements of the East
forget-me-not-

well-know-

glrl-wldo-

Bide.
So Agatha had grown cold and hard
to the outside world which had treated her none too well.
Don was the one thing In the world
that she loved. There was not one
memory that she dared cling to, for

each one sent out a stabbing thorn
of pain to shock her.
Her stern father had been unforgiving, her mother had died In Agatha's
ORIGIN
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Ancestors of the Scottish Terrier Were
Used by

ihe'Todhunters"

MAGUE

of

the Highlands.
In ancient times each district In the
Highlands bad its "todhunter," whose
duty It was to see carefully that the
then flourishing firm of fox, otter and
company did not do a too flourishing
business In lamb or poultry. Sometimes these todhunters were of "the
laird's men," sometimes tuejr were
1

Infancy, and close relatives had taken
pattern from her father's attitude and
frowned upon the girl's unfortunate
marriage. Even Sandy Mcintosh
that Scotch cousin of hers whore her
father had adopted even Sandy, bad
never sent her a word and yet, she
knew at the time that Sandy was falling in love with her. Doubtless by
this- time he had forgotten her and
was married to another a woman
who had not made a foolish marriage.
All these things rankled In Agatha's
heart and made her as sorrowful and
proud and unhappy as the beautiful
princess whose story she had been relating to little Don.
In one corner of the room which
served them as bedroom and parlor,
there was a typewriting machine, and
by dint of her skill as a copyist
Agatha managed to earn a living foe
herself and her boy.
She smiled
scornfully sometimes as she remem
bered the luxury In which she had
been reared and she was grateful for
the idleness of her first married days
when she turned to the practical
study of typewriting as a hostage to
the bad days that might follow up her
reckless marriage. .
All day long the machine clicked
forth page after page of manuscript
for the Industrious author whose work
she had secured. Little Don played
about the two rooms wistfully eager
for the final sheet to slip from the machine so that be might claim a little
share of his pretty mother's companionship.
The rest of the time these two
spent together, but rarely did opportunity or means permit them to go
farther north than the park, for
Agatha bad a terror of the rainy day
that might come upon them and bring
sickness or worse In Its train, and
so she had stored away a tiny aura
each week In the bank.
This particular evening was the
night before Easter Sunday and
Agatha had been telling Don stories
of our Lord's suffering and of bis
resurrection from death; the story of
the sorrowful princess had followed
afterward.
"Let us go tomorrow and look for
a beautiful garden, mother," Don
pleaded as she tucked him In bed.
"Yes, sonny, we will!" promised
Agatha, and she sat up late that night
to get clothes ready for tbem to wear
the next day. Little smiles rippled
around her lips as she made plans for
a rare day's outing.
It was a beautiful day, mild and
.
sunshiny, with a clear blue sky

balf-hldde- n

sad-eye-

Footpaths on Road to Peace.
To be glad of life, because It gives
you the chance to love and to work

and to play and to look up at the
stars; to be satisfied with your possessions, but not contented with yourself until you have made the best of
them; to despise nothing In the world
except falsehood and meanness, and
to fear nothing except cowardice; to
be governel by your admirations rather than by your disgusts; to covet
nothing that Is your neighbor's except
bis kindness of heart and gentleness
of manners; to think seldom of your
enemies, often of your friends and every day of Christ; and to spend as
Happy Don and- his young mother much time as you can with body and
set forth shortly after breakfast. They with spirit, In God's
rode on the Third avenue elevated un- these are little guideposts on the foottil they reached the end of the route path of peace. Henry Van Dyke.
and then they boarded a trolley car
In Thankfulness.
and rode a while and then they got off
Notwithstanding all that I have
and wandered through a beautiful
budding country side. Don skipped suffered, notwithstanding all the pain
along, blissfully full of spirits. Agatha and weariness and anxiety and sorfelt almost as young as he did as she row that necessarily enter Into life,
followed blra carrying a mysterious and the Inward errings that are worse
package of lunch. Agatha might have than all, I would end my record with
been happy If she bad not had so a devout thanksgiving to the great
many poignant memories to battle author my being. For more and more
am I unwilling to make any gratitude
with.
"Mother let us follow this little to him what is commonly called "a
green lane and see If it will not lead thanksgiving for mercies," for any
us to a magic garden!" sugested Don, benefits or blessings that are peculiar
dancing along a winding path that cut to myself, or my friends, or Indeed
to any man Instead of this I would
across a field.
"Very well, dear
who knows have It to be gratitude for all that bewhat we shall find?" she called back longs to my life and being for Joy
and sorrow, for health and sickness,
gayly.
Her loving eyes were fixed on the for success and disappointment, for
dancing feet ahead and so she did not virtue and for temptation, for life
notice whither the path was leading and death; because I believe that all
until all at once It became merged In Is meant for good. Orville Dewey.
over-bead-

farmers and grazers; but always they
were local dignitaries. There was honor and considerable profit In their office, and in time It came to be more
or less hereditary. Their duty was
simple. Tbey waged a war of extermination against the vermin, which,
however, was a very different matter
from the good old English sport of
fox bunting.
In the rough country horse and
hound would have been worse than
useless, and reynard made bis den
In sucb rocky ground that be could

not be dug out. The sole solution was
a dog small enough to folow the fox,
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80CIAL FUNCTIONS IN HONOR OF
THE GIRL GRADUATE.
Here Are a Few Seasonable Dishes for
Such Occasions Cold Chicken
Bouillon Alwa8 a Part Good
Combination Salad.

Just as the new bride Is feted with
little Bocial functions of all sorts, so
Is the girl graduate given ber own
special festivity. One of the prettiest
social functions given In ber honor Is
a pretty luncheon, to which are invited
all the girls of her class. If there are
twelve maids a long table will be used,
but with a numerous company a number of round tables are preferred. Tbe
tables are got up In a very "partyfled"
manner dainty china, a profusion of
flowers, burnished silver and sparkling
glasses giving them quite a wedding
air. New favors for these charming
functions are small, stiff bouquets
made up like the old bridal nosegays.
The flowers for these are artificial, the
daintiest that can be had, and about
the paper horn that holds tbem there
Is a frill of some pretty cheap lace.
Tbe long stem of tbe bouquet Is
wrapped with tinfoil. The menu of
the banquet may be as grand or as simple as one considers consistent with
such gala fixings, but tbe usual spread
includes some delicate appetizer, bouil
lon, an entree In season, broiled spring
chicken, u green salad. Ices and cake.
Salted almonds or peanuts and little
dishes of bonbons are scattered over
the tables.
Here are a few recipes for seasonable dishes for such functions:
Cold Chicken Bouillon.
Get good
roasting chickens I. id remove skin
and fat when cleaning them. Put them
on in cold water, adding at the same
time one leek to each chicken, two
tender carrots, one onion and a sprig
o.' parsley.. Let tbe chicken barely
eimnaer until It falls to r?gs. Take it
off the fire, remove superfluous grease
and then strain Clarify the bouillon
with the whites and shells of two eggs
and then strain again. Put on the
ire until needed and serve In broad tin
teacups or, better still, bouillon cups.
Many persons prefer the bouillon hot.
Combination Salad. Wash a head of
romalne salad in several cold waters.
Then take large shears and strip the
leaves Into pieces about an Inch wide.
Clip green peppers in the same way,
cutting these almost to threads
Put
these In a large bowl, add some canned
asparagus tips carefully drained of
liquid, two tablespoonfuls of (hopped
chives, and four tender beets cut In
thin slices, and then throw in tbe tender hearts of two bunches of celery,
these split Into four.
Use French
dressing, olive oil, .salt, pepper and
lemon Juice.
This salad should be
kept cold as tee before serving
Salted Almonds Shell two pounds
of almonds and then boll there five
minutes; remove skins while still
warm. This Is how tbe almonds are
blanched. As Boon as they are peeled,
sprinkle lightly with fine table salt

JENNY'S JOHNNY
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This Most Popular of Table
Dainties Is Put Together by
Southern Cooks.

A cupful of sweet milk, a cupful and
a half of buttermilk; a teaspoonful
each of salt and of soda the latter
sifted three times In a cupful ot
meal; one tablespoonful of melted
butter. Enough meal to enable you to
roll tbe dough Into a sheet half an
incb thick. Begin with two cupfuls
and add at discretion.
Knead the dough briskly before
rolling It out. Have ready a clean,
sweet board of oak, hickory, or hemlock (never of resinous wood), buttered and beated.
Set before the red
coals under the grate at an angle that
will not let the cake slip down, and
prop It In place. Spread tbe dough
upon It, patting It gently to make the
surface even, and bake. As soon as
it Is hard enough to keep Its place, set
the board upright. Begin then to baste
it with butter, lightly going all over
the sheet Do this three times. The
cake should be nicely browned and
crisped.
Cut with a sharp knife, held perpendicularly, into squares.
Virginia water ground meal should
be used for this delicious cake. Tbe
northern cornmeal will not do. Nor
does the southern cook put sugar Into
corn bread. She holds that tbe meal
should be sweet enough without It.
Chicago Tribune.

Household
Questions
Parafflne rubbed on the beels ot
stockings will cause them to last much
longer.
Orange fritters are as delicious an
accompaniment to broiled or tried baia
as apple sauce to spare rib.
When beating eggs separately, beat
the whites first and then add a
of tbe beaten wbltes to the
yolks soon after starting to beat them
and they will not stick to the egg beat-e- r
and will grow lighter much quicker
than when beaten without tbe addition of the bit of beaten whites.
Comparatively few people realize
that the gas bill may be very perceptibly reduced by exercising care to
light the gas properly. Hold the light,
ed match to the burner, then slowly
turn on the gas. Most people turn
the gas on full force, and then apply
the match. A slight explosion ensues, which affects the meter and
sends it rapidly forward.

When Food Burns.
"With too many Irons In the Are
some will burn." This old adage often
proves too true to the busy housewife.
She has forgotten to add water to
the cooking food, and the odor of the
burning meat, vegetable or fruit reminds her of the fact.
When this happens quickly Belze the
pot from the range and Immerse It
In a vessel containing cold water.
Lightning Cake.
The steam will escape from tbe outcup of but- side instead of passing upward through
Melt In a cup
ter, then drop Into that two eggs Fill the food.
a cup of rich milk and beat Into one
Place the food In another pan and
cup sugar which has been Blfted continue cooking or dress to serve.
s
cups of flour,
with one and
The moBt critical person cannot deone teaspoon of cream of tartar, one-ha- tect a burnt taste In the food. This Is
teaspoon of soda,
a suggestion worth trying.
teaspoon of salt. Flavor with one third
teaspoon each of lemon and vanilla.
Roast Beef With Vegetables.
Add more flour or milk If needed to
Brown three or four pounds of beef
make the right consistency.
In hot dripping, season with salt, pepper and a bay leaf. Put In a casserole
f
f
Brown Bread.
a carrot,
a turwith
of an onion and one
Two tablespoons butter or dripping, nip,
half cup brown sugar, two tablespoons head of celery all cut fine. Add two
molasses, add a pinch of salt, two cups of water and cook closelycovered
cups of sour uiijlk or buttermilk, one two hours Make a dressing from tbe
cup flour sifted with one teaspoon liquor left In the casserole. This same
soda, three cups graham flour. If de- recipe may be used when the roast Is
sired, add one egg, beaten, at tbe cooked in a cookery bag, In which case
an hour's cooking will suffice.
last.
one-thir-

two-third-

lf

one-thir-

d

one-bul-

one-hal-

one-fourt-

s

Left-Over-

Used.

potato from a prein cakes with a smaller
or otter, or badger, or wildcat Into bis vious dinner
of sausage on top and bake unlair; strong enough to bring him out cake
til they are brown. The sausage sold
game
enough
do
to
or
alive;
and
dead
loose at good markets is most conboth. A dog developed from this ne- venient for tbe cakes.
The potato
cessity, and that dog was the ancestor Bhould be masbed and seasoned with
Scottish terrier.
of the present-daa lUtle butter, salt and pepper. One
Outing.
housekeeper uses a little baron fat
LeftIn place of butter on tbe potato
Give a Guess.
over Bsb may be fluked, covered with
If the Lord loveth a cheerful giver cream and mixed witb grated Ameriwe wonder what his opinion U of tbe can cheese and be beated In tbe oven
bard loser.
and served on toast.
Use the

left-ove-

r

A Crucial Moment.
"Fllbbltson claims to have a hypnotic eye."
"It didn't help hi in any yesterday."
"How was that?"
"He was suddenly confronted by a
landlady to whom he owed six months'
board."

Candied Sweet Potatoes.
Parboil the potatoes and slice a
little thicker than for frying; cover
with butter and sprinkle with sugar
and bake In a moderate oven until
brown
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Before You
Decorate
tt

shows 20 pretty roomi in modern hornet
nd how to get the very lateit designs for
lour home. We will send you FREE color
plant made by expert designeri for any
rooms you want to decorate.
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Beautiful Wall Tint

more fatrilonable than wait paper or paint and cnata
far leaa.
ll ta loo rrnned and exquiaite Id color lo com.
aare with any kind of kalaooiine.
Goea
further oa
the walla, duea not chip, peel or rub off. Uata far lunger.
Cornea all ready to mix wirb cold
16 Beautiful Tint.
water and put on. Eaaleac to
aae full dlrectlona on every
paekate. Full
pkf.. Whit
JOci Regular Tinta, 5 Sc.

Get the FREE Hook
of 20 Beautiful Rooms
Write today.
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FOUGHT HIS WAY TO FREEDOM
The Emperor of Rome Admired the
Courage and Pluck of
Caractacus.
One

of the most

unique captives

ever brought home to Rome by Julius
Caesar was Caractacus of the early
Britons. This great chief lOBt everything In fighting to drive out the
Romans and was taken prisoner with
his wife and children. When brought
before the Roman emperor the proud
ruler of the primitive people never
showed the least fear. His arms were
chained, and the emperor roared to
try to frighten Caractacus, but the
brave chief never so much as quaked.
Instead he looked the monarch in the
eye. and said:
"You fight to gain the whole world
and to make everybody your slaves. I
fought to keep my own land and for
freedom."
The great courage the chief showed
finally touched the heart of the emperor, and the ruler of the Romans
resolved to see If Caractacus would be
as brave when facing warriors. On
one of the great holidays In Rome
Caractacus was take to the great
open-ai- r
amphitheater where the populace gathered. He was told that If he
could defeat the bold knight that
would be sent against him he could go
back to his home. Caractacus fought
as he never did before; for something sweeter than his life was at
stake that of his wife and children.
Justice seemed to have tempered the
metal of his weapons, and when he
struck the strong armor of his antagonist gave way before bis fearful
blows. The result was that Caractacus
and his family returned to Britain and
to happiness.
The dyspeptic should choose carefully what he chews carefully.
KNOWS

NOW

Doctor Was Fooled by His Own Cast
For a Time.

It's easy to understand how ordinary people get fooled by coffee when
doctors themselves sometimes forget
the facts.
A physician speaks of his own eipe-rlenc"I had used coffee for years and reallj
did not exactly believe It was Injuring
me although I had palpitation of the

heart every day.

er than eight Inches Is that In orcVr
to obtain good results the plowed part
must havi good connection with the
subsoil, for no packer yet devised, will
Dry Farming Had Serious Back- firm the under part sufficiently. The
air spaces In the plowed soil will break
set in Past Two Years.
the capillary attraction from below,
so that no matter how much moisture
Is stored tt will be of no use to the
Fair Crop Could Have Been Raised growing crop unless there should come
Had Campbell System of Tilling
a soaking rain that would settle all
the plowed part, exclude the surplus
and Storing of Rainfall Been
air and restore connection with the
Put Into Practice.
subsoil. We must do with the subIn the last two or three years dry surface packer what nature often fails
farming has bad the worst backset la to do in the arid region. In summer
many seasons or perhaps since the se- tilling do not plow too early as it
ries of unusually dry years In the early would then be more difficult to keep
nineties. However we have bad but the weeds down.
few If any years In which a fair crop
could not have been grown by the
MOISTURE
Campbell system of summer tilling STOP ESCAPE OF
one half of the land every year and
Regions Should
storing the rainfall, thereby utilizing Farmer In Seml-ArlUse
to Prevent
Every
Endeavor
produce
years
to
the moisture of two
Evaporation of Water.
one crop, writes V. II. Hamilton In the
Denver Field and Farm. Eudlng with
The escape of moisture, not the
1907 we had a series of years of more
lack
of It, Is what has done the
dry
some
in
and
than normal rainfall
dry west the greater harm.
averaged
about
districts the fall wheat
Today we passed a spot where two
twenty bushels the acre and this by
very poor methods of farming. Then men were digging a cellar. It Is In a
very dry country where all crop; nust
In 1008 spring rains were light and
irrigated, and the subsoil, after goso
that be
crops generally were a failure,
ing
down a foot or two, Is almost as
but
tie fnrmers did not harvest them,sumhard as rock and has to be loosened
plowed the land during the early
by a sharp
pick or by dynamite.
mer for the next year's crop.
Across
soli an oil road bad
cellar
this
that
of
mo'sture
With a good tupply
been
made
which
formed a perfectly
fall and the next spring a boomer Impervious
crust two or three Inches
crop was harvested in 1909 averaging deep.
Through this oil crust no moistwenty-fivto thirty bushels and in
go to
some fields up to nearly fifty bushels ture could by any possibility
the
soil
on
It,
the
other
beneath
and
averthe acre. Then in 1910 wheat
could
band
aged about ten bushels ar acre with escapenot a particle of moisture
from the soil under It Into the
many total failures. One field of 130
above. As the men slowly dug Inacres on Gunbarrel Hill in Boulder air
to the flinty dry subsoil, Just beside
1909
In
county that was euumer tilled
this hard water-proo- f
surface they reaveraged 30
bushels tho acre, while marked
got under the
they
when
that
an adjoining field was a total failure. road
where no
moisture could by
Another field across the corner was any possibility rain
come they feared it
mowed for hay, while still another ad- would be Ulce rock. Curious to see if
joining field made nineteen bushels Just
the opposite might not prove to
and another ten bushels. Then a field be the case, the Writer with a sharp
of abou: 200 acres two mlle3 from the plckt
succeeded in bar!'ig a good strip
first field was summer tilled In 1909 of the soil under the oil road. To the
twenty-siand made an average of
surprise of the diggers, both soil and
bushels, while the average of the subsoil under this
covering
whole district was only about ten bushr was so moist that it could be spaded
els. This goes to sho-- v that the short readily with but very little use of the
crops of 1910 were not so much the pick.
fault of the climate as to the slack
We cannot cover our farms with an
n ethods of farming.
protector, but in every way
Now that we have had a liberal
power
our
we should shut oft evapin
spring,
and
amount of snow this winter
high winds, the dry air
oration.
The
the dry farmer should get busy and and the hot sun all combine
to take
double disk all land not already In the
crops. Just as soon as the ground Is we moisture from our soli just when
need It most.
dry enough to work. Disking will put
reason why the
That
the surface in condition so that the forest is one great
condition brought about by the
rains will be more readily absorbed,
field,
and In case the weather should be dry cool shady protection of the corn
so much
leaves
corn
with
land
c.ir
evaporation.
prevent
will
windy
It
and
moisture In it than open roadLast spring I disked part of a field In more
ways
grain fields.
or
March, then early In May we listed the
The cultivation, too, tends to take
field In corn. The part that was disked
was in fine condition with moisture the place of the oiled roadway. For
fourteen Inches deep, while the part this reason, too, our grains should be
not 'disked was so dry and hard we put In early and as soon as possible be
could hardly list It at all. The disked made to shade and protect the surface
part made good growth with a small soil.
The same principle is Involved when
ear on nearly every stalk, while that
not disked never got more than a foot on some soils some seasons the grain
high the season long. Every our farm- does so much better for being lightly
plains where the harrowed when two Inches or so high.
ing on the semi-ariaverage precipitation Is less than It Is why lightly disked or sharply hareighteen Inches should carefully sum- rowed stubble land grows better corn
mer till a part of their land every year, or grain If thus treated the moment
because ordinary methods or the way the snow Is off. Anything and everythey farm back east will fall about thing that will tend to prevent the escape of subsoil moisture will tend just
one year In two.
What is meant by summer tilling Is as strongly to give us a good crop and
be
to disk after the binder or at least re- a certain one. Evaporation should
move the grain as soon as possible, beaded off In every way In our power
then double disk which should be done It Is like letting our money run to
again in the spring as soon as the waste to let our soil moisture get away
frost is out of the ground and It dry from us.
enough to work, but do not disk too
deep, not more than three Inches.
Rotation of Crops.
Rotation of crops Is one of the simThen plow during June or early July
not less than six inches nor more than ple, practical methods of Increasing
eight, UBing the packer every half day the productivity of the farm and disafter the plow and the barrow every tributing labor.
night. The subsurface packer should
be used while the soil is moist, or it
The Under Acre.
will not pack the under part of the furEvery acre you plow has another unrow slice sufficiently to make good con- derneath.
Can't you do something
nection with the subsoil. The reason with the lower acre? Deep plowing
for not plowing unirrtgated lands deep- - and an undcrdraln will help.

SUMMER TILLED CROPS

Surgeon In Ancient Times.
High honorariums were paid surgeons in ancient times. When Darius, the son of Hystaspes, sprained his
foot Damocedes was called In," another
surgeon of renown having failed to
effect a cure. Damocedes was successful, and the king took him to his
harem and introduced the doctor to
the ladies of the court. The ladies
filled a vase of gold with money and
precious pearls, which a eunuch was
ordered to carry to the doctor. The
eunuch let tail the vase, and the careful historian tells us that slaves gathered up the pearls.

Her Uttte Ring.
Mary had a little ring; 'twas gUen
by her beau; and everywhere that
Mary went that ring was sure to go.
She took the ring with her or.e day,
when she went out to tea, where she
might display It to the girls who num.
bered twenty-three- .
And when the girls all saw that rink,
they made a great ado, exclaiming
with one voice: "Has It at last got
round to you?"
A Candid Man.
"Are you looking for work?"
"No, sir; I'm looking for money,
but I'm willing to work because that's
the only way I can get it.

Oh, Learned Judge.
California Judge decided that
Boston Pun,
there Is no Judicial authority to keep
a man from making love to his wife,
"Let me see, was Rome founded by
although It could stop his beating her. Romeo?"
"No, It was Juliet who was found
The remarkable cause of this remarkable decision was that a woman in dead by Romeo."
Los Angeles had applied for anjnjunc-tlo- n
to restrain her husband from Insisting on being attentive to her. This
Judge was not a Solomon, but he realWHAT YOU HEED
ized that only a Solomon could be
trusted to rule upon the whims and
inconsistencies of womankind.
When the appetite is poor
When the stomach is weak
Safer Plan.'
"I let my house furnished, and
Whenthebowelsareclogged
they've had measles there. Of course,
n
When you are
1
so
dlblnl'ected,
place
we've had the
suppose It's quite cafe. What do you
is a short course of
think?"
.
"I fancy ltvould be all right, dear;
but 1 think perhaps It would be safer
to lend it to a friend first." Punch.
A

run-dow-

'
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His Opportunity.
"Going to Wombat's wedding, over
on the North side?"
"Not I. I was engaged to "that girl.
Wombat cut me out,"
"Well, come to the wedding. You
may get a chance to biff him In the
juw with an old shoe."

STOMACH

BITTERS
IT TONES

STRENGTHENS

INVIGORATES

Trouble.
"That man seems to be greatly depressed about something."
,
"Yes.
He must live In some town
"
whose baseball team Is at the

Try a bottle today and be con
vinced. All Druggists.

-

tail-end.-

air-tig-

Wanted to Know,
weighed only four
pounds at his birth.
She Good gracious!
Did he live?
He

My father

air-tig-

Garfield Tea keepB tire liver In condition,
insuring a clear lieud and good general health.
li'iuk before re.iiiuif.

Some people Impress us as being
too polite to get all that's coming to
them.

loirs

Pillo

the dyapeptlc to oat whatever ha
wlahea. They cauae the toad to asalmUat and
the body, rlva appetite, and

enable
not-ria- h

DEVELOP FLESH.
Dr.

Tutt Manufacturinf Co. New York.
Vital' o Quickly
nlla.va
i,,ii.iioa
.rourt
of
PVP
WATER nadu.
HrtoaT lot rraa
I
U THOMPSON WNSACO., Troy, N. V,
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(Tea contains caffeine the same drug found In coffee
and Is Just as harmful as coffee.)
"Finally one day a severe and almost fatal attack of heart trouble
frightened me and I gave up both tea
and coffee, using Postum instead, and
since that time I have had absolutely
no heart palpitation except on one or
two occasions when I tried a small
quantity of coffee.whlch caused severe
Irritation and proved to me I must let
It alone.
"When we began using Postura It
seemed weak that wa because we
did not make it according to directions
but now we put a little bit of butter in the pot when boiling and allow
the Postum to boll full 15 minutes
A cheap and effective way of dewhich gives it the proper rich flavor horning calves la with potash caustic.
and the deep brown color.
Milk and the cleam must be stored
"I have advised a great many of In a room free from taints of any
my friends and patients to leave off kind.
coffee and drink Postum. la fact I daily
A dairy cow should be allowed to
give this advice."
Name given by rest from six to eight weeks before
Postum Co., Buttle Ciwek, Mich.
freshening.
Many thousands of physicians use
Where dairying is not practiced the
Postum In place of tea and coffee In calf will have also to pay for keeping
their own homes and prescribe it to the cow a year.
patients.
The mangel Is excellent for stock-feed- ,
being greatly relished by milk
"There's a reason," and It Is explained in the little book, "The Road to cows in winter.
By actual i test it has been found
Wellvllle." In pkgj.
Ever read the above letter? A aew that a cow averaging 96 pounds of
aaa appear (rum time te tUue. They milk per day drac't an average of 200
ere aeoolue, true, aae full ! anuia
pounds of water
day.
la (ere (a

yr

Please Read These Two Letters.

'

The following letter from Mrs. Orville Itock will prove how unwisa
it is for women to submit to the dangers of a surgical operation when it
may be avoided by taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
She was four weeks in the hospital and came home Buffering
worse than before. Then after all that suffering Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound restored her health.
HERE 19 HER OWN STATEMENT.
Two years ngo I suffered
Paw Paw, Mich.
very severely with a displacement
I could not
be on my feet for a long time. My physician
treated me for several months without much re- lief, and at last sent me to Ann Arbor for an operation. I was there four weeks and came home
suffering worse than before. My mother advised
me to tiy Lydia E. l'inkham's Vegetable Compound, and I did.
I am well and strong
and do all my own housework. I owe my health
to Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
advise every woman who is afflicted with any
female complaint to try it." Mrs. Obviix Kock,
It. It. No. 6, l'aw Paw, Mich.
"THERE NEVER WAS A WORSE CASE."
There never was a worse case of women'e ills
Itockport, Ind.
than mme, and I cannot begin to tell you what I suffered. For over
two years I was not able to do anything. I was in bed for a month
' and the doctor said nothing but an operation would cure me. My
father suggested Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound ; bo to
please him I took it, and I improved wonderfully, so I am able to
travel, ride horseback, take long rides and never feel any ill effects
from it. I can only ask other suffering women to give Lydia K
Vegetable Compound a trial before submitting to an operation."
Mrs. Maroaket Meredith, It- F. D. No. 3, Itockport, Ind.
We will pay a handuome reward to any person who will prove to us
that these letters are not genuine and truthful or that either of these
women were paid in any way for their testimonials, or that the original letter from each did not come to us entirely unsolicited.
For RO years Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound has been the standard remedy for female ills. No one sick with woman's ailments
docs justice to litriiflf who will not try this famous medicine, muUofrom roots and herbs, it
hat. restored so many uf f erlng women to health.
Pink-ham- 'a
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To-da- y

Continued care in handling the
dairy products is the price of success.
The best market for skim milk on
the. farm Is afforded by good dairy
calves and quick growing pigs.
Sweet corn is one or the very best
crops to grow to teed as a soiling
crop to the dairy cows in summer.
Just after the cow has freshened
she Bhould have the same feeds she
has been gtven previous to calving.
It should be remembered that the
milk cannot be Increased in solids
and In fat by the feeding of rich food
It Is best to reduce the milk producing food, so that a mature cow will
dry and rest for a month to six weeks
before calving.
Successful dairying Is largely a matter of securing cheap feed, as well aa
good cows. The silo is one method of
economizing on feed.
Be good to the cows These most
useiul animals are a safe Investment.
They do not go off Into a fence corner and die of cholera.
The great advantage of the create
separator over the various systems ot
cream raislug Is that thick or thin
cream, ai desired, may be obtained.
t
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(COJil'IDEVmL) LYNN, JttA:i., for advice.
Wletter
i.Your
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O'Rourke eyed the vessel with dis
tbe load down upon (be bench and
swung upon Danny.
favor from the shore; then dropped
"Where's
he demanded, evidently In as nto a harbor dinghy, ensconced him
,
muster. self at the
ugly a mood as he could
and caused
"Where is 'e? Stop standln' there himself, with bis luggage and his
to be conveyed alongside
and starln' with yer balmy trap open,
yer- -"
the steamer.
Near the gangway he was held
"That will be about enough," suggested O'Rourke pleasantly, In a con back; another boat had forestalled
versational tone, stepping from bis him, another passenger was shipping
"Don't call for tbe East O'Rourke was Interested
place of concealment
names, Hole ye're too near your God Idly.
He saw a woman, a slight, trim fig
If ye have one. which I misdoubt.
In the clear, bright starlight the pis ure becomingly attired In white, with
tols In bis hands were plainly evident; a veil about her head, leave the boat
and one stared the captain In the eye; and mount the gangway steps with a
one covered tbe bead of tbe Pelican's springy, youthful step, a cheerful and
positive air, a certain but Indefinable
first officer.
'Ye will not move!" said O'Rourke, calm of
At tbe top
sharply, "save and except to put your she paused, turned, looked down.
hands above your bends. So don t watching the transfer of her luggage
delay, Mr. Dennlson; I've never known and her maid. . . . From sundry
me temper to be shorter."
ntangible Indications O'Rourke as
Hole began to splutter excitedly. sumed the second woman's figure to
ye whelp!" be the lady's maid. And so did Danny.
Save your breath,
O'Rourke counseled him curtly. "Ye'll The one eyed the mistress, the other
have need of It before I'm done with her servant, both with Interest . . .
ye." He added:
"Search and disThe woman on deck threw back her
arm them, Danny."
veil. She seemed to promise uncomThe servant set about bis task with mon beauty of the English type,
alacrity; It Is safe to say that he left
and of classic mold. . . .
not so much as a match In the pocket The Irishman was much too far away
of either.
While be was about it. to be certain, but he fancied that her
Hole, with his eyes steadily fixed upon gaze wandered toward him and but
tbe unwavering muzzles of O'Rourke's this, of course, was only Imagination
revolvers, managed to master his emothat she started slightly.
tion enough to ask coherently:
At all events, she was quick to drop
"What are you going to do with the veil and turn away. Her maid
us?"
Joining her, both vanished beneath tbe
"Ye'll see In good time," returned canvas awnings. The boat that had
O'Rourke grimly. "Have ye found It, brought her sheered off, and O'Rourke
Danny?"
was permitted to board the Panjnab.
Danny backed away from Hole,
It was a glad day, tbe O'Rourke told
whom he had searched after Dennl himself, as he trod those decks; it
son. "Ylss, sor," he returned.
"At saw him definitely started on his way
least, I think so. Is this ut?"
to the-Ea'I can't look at this moment, Danny.
O'Rourke roused upon bis elbow
Is It a leather bag with something and peered out of the port of bis
hard Inside, the size of a ben's egg, or stateroom. The steamer was plowing
a bit larger?"
through the Bitter Lakes. He saw a
'The very same, yer honor."
string of buoys, a width of water like
'Very well," O'Rourke suppressed
the tremble of relief In his voice.
"Put it in your pocket, Danny the
very bottom of your pocket Did ye
find a gun on either of them?"
"One on each, sor.
"Loaded?"
"Yiss, sor."
"Then cover them, Danny."
For himself O'Rourke put down his
pistols and calmly stripped off his
coat, rolling up bis sleeves.
"Hole," he said, tersely,
"don't
move. If ye do, Danny will puncture
ye.
Your turn comes last
Dennl
son, ye may step out.
"What for?" demanded the Scot, ad
vanclng.
"To receive payment, with Interest,
for that blow ye garevne this even
ing, me man. Put up your hands,
m going, In your own words, Mr. Den
nlson, to hammer the fear of God
into as cowardly and despicable a pair
of scoundrels as I ve ever encoun
tered. And," reflectively, "I've met
a good many. Out most of the others
were Men."
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8YNOPSIS.
The story opens at Monte Curio with

Col. Terence O'Rourke,
a military free
Innce and something of a Rambler, In his
hotel. Leaning; on the balcony he sees a

beautiful girl who suddenly enters the
elevator and passes from sight. At the
gaming table O'Bourke notices two men
watching him. One Is the Hon. Bertie
Olynn, while his companion Is Viscount
Pes Trebes, a duelist. The viscount tells
him the French government has directed
him to O'Rourke as a man who would
undertake a secret mission. At his apartment, O'Rourke. who had agreed to undertake the mission, finds a mysteriousa
letter. The viscount arrives, hands
sealed package to O'Rourke, who is not
to open It until on the ocean. A pair of
dainty slippers are seen protruding from
under a doorway curtain. The Irishman
finds the owner of the mysterious feet to
be his wife, Beatrix, from whom he had
run away a year previous. They are
reconciled, and opening the letter he flnds
that a Rangoon law firm offers him
lfO.000 pounds for a Jewel known as the
pool of Flame end left to him by a dying friend, but now In keeping of one
named Chambret In Algeria. O'Rourke
worsts the nobleman In a duel. The wife
bids O'Rourke farewell and he promises
to soon return with the reward. He discovers both Glynn and the viscount on
board ;he ship. As he flnds Chambret
there Is an attack by bandits and his
friend dies telling O'Rourke that he has
left the Pool of Flame with the governor
general, who at sight of a signet ring
riven the colonel will deliver over the
J ewel, Arriving at Algeria the Irishman
flnds the governor general away. Des
Trebes makes a mysterious appointment,
and tells O'Rourke that he nns gained
possession of the Jewel by steaHhg it. 'In
a duel O'Rourke masters the viscount,
secures possession of the Pool of Flame
and starts by ship for Rangoon. He flnds
to
the captain to be a smuggler who tries by
steal the Jewel. It Is finally secured
escapes
to
the captain and O'Rourke
land.

CHAPTER XVI.
At midnight tbe muezzin In a neighboring minaret turned his face to the
windswept sky and summoned tbe
faithful to prayer and meditation.
O'Rourke pulled thoughtfully at his
pipe until the musical, melancholy
wall had been whipped away by the
breath of the khamsin, and there was
alienee save for the dull, heavy
ing overhead. Then be resumed the
conversation where It bad been interrupted.
"And ye say ye love the young woman, Danny?"
"1 do that, yer honor."
"And ye would marry her?"
"Wld yer honor's conslnt I'm ready,
aor."
"I bl'ss the banns. Ye may have
ber on one condition."
,"Aw-w?-

"

of ye, as I've pointed
" ...
"Sure, yer honor knows ya can count
on me to the last breath in me, sor."
"
"Then ye'H come with me to
"1

d

out"

Bur-man?-

"Do you think, sor, I could elape of
nights, after hearln' from your own
lips what ye've been through and
what more ye must go through
with before ye'v won? Will I be
comln'. Is utT Faith, I'll go whether
ye want me or not."
"And afterwards ye can come beck
to MIbs Psyche here, or whatever ber
name may be."
"Ylss, yer honor, and thank ye kind
ly." . . . Abruptly Danny started
up. "They'll be comln" now, sor,' be
said Irj an excited whisper, "I'm think-- ,
in' I hear thlm blundberlng down tbe
alley."
He turned toward the rear of the
house, and as O'Rourke rose to follow
blm, tbe signal sounded on the metal
door. Danny quickened blB Bteps, and
as be disappeared his master slipped
quietly Into tbe shadows beneath tbe
overhanging gallery. Prom tbls point
of seclusion be could bear distinctly
the Jar of the bolts as Danny opened
the Iron door, followed by his hoarse
whisper:
"Whist! Is ut yersllves.
sus-pecti-

nowT"

Hole's voice answered him huskily
"Who tbe bell else would It be? Let
us In, you damn' barp."
Tu ioor creaked upon Its binges;
and was cautiously closed. The bolts
Footsteps shuffled
rattled again.
lowly, as of men heavily burdened,
ever 'he floor of earth. Then, while
O'Rourke gathered himself together,
'exultation In bis heart, and the foretaste of revenge sweet In his mouth,
two cloaked figures scuffled into the
courtyard, breathing bard beneath
tbelr burdens of smuggled drug.
Hrla promptly dumped bis share Of

rlon In his fingers and examined It
i
searchlngly.
" Twill do," he announced. " 'Twill
serve Its purpose, If no more. Lay
out me evening clothes now." He
stood up, stopping to stare through
the port. "Good enough," be commented on what be discovered without; "'tis passing Suez we are tbls
Praises be, we
blessed minute.
caught a boat that doesn't stop here."
Danny scratched an ankle thoughtfully. "YIb8, yer honor," he assented,
dubious. "But, for all that, phwat's
to binder annywan from boordln' us
be boat. If they Bh'u'd want to?"
O'Rourke turned and eyed the man
keenly. " 'Tis a great head ye have
on your shoulders, Danny," he said.
"Sometimes ye betray almost canine
Hntllllgence.
I'm be way of having
hopes of ye. Now get ye on deck and
watch to see who does come aboard.
If anyone, and report to me."
"Ylss, yer honor."
O'Rourke bolted the door after Danny and assured himself that tbe keyhole was properly wadded, that no
crack existed through which his movements might be observed from the
gangway. Shrugging his broad shoulders he returned to the seat vacated
by his valet and thrust a band beneath the coat ot.bls pajamas, withdrawing It a moment later, Angers
tightly wrapped about a rather bulky

object

And the Pool of Flame lay glittering and stabbing his eyes with shafts
of

blood-re-

light

Into Its depths of pellucid Ore
O'Rourke gazed long and earnestly, in
tbe most profound meditation.
But at length, slipping the ruby into
the new receptacle and drawing the
tight about its puckered
lanyard
throat, he stood up and threw the loop
over his head, permitting the bag with
its precious contents to fall beneath
the folds of his jacket; and, shaking
off tbe sober mood Inspired in him by

and sore sallormen

sat back to back, their arms lashed

to one another and to the central up
right so that neither could move, both
In the fountain of Nic
covle the Greek.
"Ye'll find the bath quite "refresh
Ing," O'Rourke told them, preparing to
depart, "as well as a novel experi
ence, 'iwiu dp ye a world of good
Captain Hole, as anyone will tell ye
who has ever had the misfortune to
stand to leeward of ye. Your money
and other belongings ye'll find on the
bench here, If ever ye are loosed
which I. doubt. I call your attention
to the fact that I take nothing but
rae property, of which ye sought to
rob me. On the other band, because
of that attempted robbery, I hereby re
fuse to pay my bill for passage from
Athens to Alexandria. If ye care to
dispute It, me solicitors In Dublin will
"What For7" Demanded the Scot, Advancing.
be pleased to enter into litigation with
ye. Gentlemen!" he bowed ironically, a Jade, a vista or sana, nat, gray, the study of the stone, rang for a
patched with gray green desert shrub, steward, to whom, when he responded,
' I bid ye good night"
. he entrusted a summons for Danny
He was still chuckling over the out bounded only by the horizon. . .
"Damn . . ." said he listlessly. "if bo be it we're clear of Suez."
come when, twenty minutes later, he
In the course of five minutes or so
and Danny were trudging through the He slipped down again upon bla back, Danny
himself tapped on tbe door and
wiped
brow.
bis
panted,
and
of
Btreets
Alexandria,
silent
a full mile
Danny, recognizing that be was not presented to bis master a beaming
away from Danny's lodgings.
face.
"Danny," O'Rourke pursued,
with expected to respond, and being a
"Dlvvle a sowl!" he announced trl
Just a hint of anxiety in his tone, young man remarkably acute to diag- umphantly. "Sure, 'tis ourselves
have
"would ye happen to be having a bit nose his master's moods, prudently reslip
entirely!"
given
thlm
the
hunchHe
sat
comment
from
frained
your
lining
pocket,
in
now be acci
of
He fished a brand new
from
ed up on a cabin stool, his Intensely
dent, as they say?"
head bent low over beneath the berth and, opening It, be-Danny drew himself up proudly. red, bullet-shapeto lay out O'Rourke's clothing.
"I've eight hoondred and fifty pounds, a tit or chamois skin, wnicn ne was banHis master indulged
in a sigh of re
sor, and
av sewing into a ruugu, siuiuy uu.
no boat put off to uaat
lief.
"Then
dipped
beneath
rlra
yours
the
sun
rights,
As the
be
belu' what
that Is
ye lent me, yer honor, while all tbe of the horizon, a pleasant shadow In- all? be questioned Indifferently.
"Only wan," replied the servant
vaded the stateroom, until that morist is yours for the taking."
with its level rays. "and thot wld no wan In ut but a nay'
"That's fine, Danny, One!" sighed ment blood-regur."
O'Rourke. " 'Tis yourself will never re And Danny straightened up, dropping
"A negro?" demanded O'Rourke, fa
announcing
thread,
the
gret Investing it In Pool of Flame, Un thimble and
cing
about "What do ye mean? Did
limited. I'll personally guarantee the completion of his needlework by a be come
aboard?"
brief, contented: "There!"
Income from It, Danny."
"Sure and he did that, yer honor
"Shure, sor, don't I know?"
glanced
at
the
article
O'Rourke
and caught us be no
thin tbe
"And In the morning, early, Danny
dangling from his valet's Angers, and skin av his tathe and nioore
"
I
ye and will take boat and go out to slammed the book against the bulkO'Rourke bent over the man and
the Pelican for me
head at the foot of bis berth.
seizing him by the shoulders swung
But In tbe morning, as It happened
"Finished, is it?" he exclaimed. him around so that tbelr eyes met
the Pelican had discreetly left the bar "Faith, 'tis about time, ye lazy
"What tbe dlvvle!" demanded tbe ad
bor.
venturer, "did ye mean by telling me
serenely.
good
"And a
Danny smiled
CHAPTER XVIII.
nobody boarded us, then? What '
too, sor," said he proudly.
job,
"Sure, yer honor. . . . Aw, yer
of a sultry day "M'anln' no onrespect to yer honor," honor! . . . 'Tis meBilf meant no
It was
No air stirred. The Panjnab was coal he added hastily.
barrm at all, at all!" protested Danny
Ing at Port Bald.
O'Rourke took the subject of discus- - "Didn't I tay thot dlvvle a sowl came
kit-bo-

d

two-hundr-

kit-box.- "

Sure, thin, is

naygur a

gesture
exasperated
an
With
O'Rourke released the boy. "'Tis too
much for me ye are," be said helplessly. "Now and again I believe ye
have the makings of a man in ye, and
then ye go off and play the fool! If
I didn't bellevo ye a pure simpleton
with not an ounce of mischief In your
body, I'd take that out of your worthless hide. Get on with ye! Tell me
about this 'naygur.' What sort of a
black man Is he?"
"Sure, sor," whimpered Danny, "'Us
mesllf that w'u'd die rather thin have
ye talk to me thot way, yer honor.
Upon me sowl, I nlver thought ye'd
worry about a poor divvle av a naygur, come aboard wld nothln' but a
t
and the clothes he walks In,
beggln' for a chanst to worrk his
passage to Bombay, sor."
"Did they let him sign on, then?"
Inquired O'Rourke.
'Dlvvle a bit, rayspicts to ye." More
cheerfully Danny struggled with tbe
studs In O'Rourke's shirt. "Tbe purser was all for kicking him back into
his boat, sor, whin he offered to pay
passage In the steerage. So they let
him stay, sor."
"Seemed to have money eh?"
"Aw, no, yer honor. 'Twas barely
able be was to scrape ut all together."
'Lascar?"
T belave so, yer honor. 'Tis harrd
for me to say. Wan av thlm naygur's
as much like another as two pays,
sor; 'tis all tarred wld tbe same brush
they be."
'Ah well," he resumed more pacific
ally, "belike he's what be seems, Dan
ny, and has no concern with us at all.
Whether or no, care killed the cat .
D'ye mind, Danny," be swung
off on one of bis characteristically
acute tangents, "the little woman with
the red hair? Though 'tis meself
should beg the lady's pardon for men
tioning tbe color of ber hair In the
same room with that outrageous head
light of yours, Danny. . . . D'ye
mind her, I mean?"
"Tbe wan ye observed at Poort
Said, sor? The wan ye told me to
discover the name av?"
!' 'Tis a brave
detective ye would
make, Danny. Ye have me meaning
say-chls-

entirely!"

CHAPTER XVII.
Two battered

ahoord?

"Aw, ylss." Danny's lips tightened
as he laced O'Rourke's patent-leathe- r
shoes. He cast up at his master's
face an oblique glance of disapproval.
"I mind the wan ye mane," he admitted.
He rose, and as he did bo, O'Rourke
gently but firmly twisted him around
by the ear and as deliberately and
thoughtfully kicked him.
"What the dlvvle Is the matter with
ye, Danny?" be Inquired in pained re
"It is mad ye are. or
monstrance.
have ye no Judgment at all, Ve scut
that ye speak to me in that tone?"
Danny rubbed th
Solicitously
chastened portion of his person, grum
bling but unrepentant
O'Rourke grinned tolerantly, retain
ing his hold upon the servitor's ear.
"Her name?"
yer honor, leggo! . 4 .
"Ow,
Missus Prynne, sor!"
The wanderer gave the ear another
.
tweak, by way of enforcing tbe
"Prynne, Is It? And how did
you learn that, Danny?"
" 'Twas her maid told me, sor. Leg- go, yer honor, plaze "
"And how did her maid come to
tell ye, ye great ugly,
omadhaun?"
L "Sure
ow! 'twas only a bit av a
kiss I was by way av glvln' ber,
sor "
"That'll do, Danny," O'Rourke chuckled.
The peal of the trumpet announcing
dinner Interrupted his contemplated
lecture on the ethics of investigation
and the perils of flirtation as between
maid and man servant
lee-son-

long-legge- d

(TO BR CONTINUED.)

Martin Van Buren Relic.
I.. Ycaton, tbe grandson of a Revolutionary soldier and one of the most
arden.. Democrats on Skowhegan, baa
a most Interesting relic of the presidential campaign of 1840. It Is made
of brass, about the size of an
penny, with a hole near one
euge to permit Its use as a watch
charm. On one side Is the superscription "Martin Van Buren, Born Dec,
1872," with a picture of the then
president On the other side is ths
motto: "Weighed In the balance and
found wanting, with the picture of a
pair of scales labeled Whig In one tan
and democrat In the other. Kennebea
Journal.
A.

Child Pleasers.
Do not throw away colored picture!
If you have no children in your home,
says a contributor to the Ladles'
Home Journal. Keep a big envelope
in the drawer of the library table and
slip Into It any pretty picture that
comes Into the house. Often an ad-

vertisement 's worth saving after the
type matter has been cut off. When
an envelope Is filled address It to
some child you know.
"Did

No Switzerland for Him.
you Include Switzerland

In

your travels?" "No; I always was so
afraid of falling down a cravat" Bai
Umore

America.

If yolt are proving: Hip cn
your claim be sure and read
cru-eV T, COVGILL, Editor and Pub'i your Publication Notice In
uilly
when it ftppfftrs
the
MRS. COWC1LL Local Editor.
aper, and if there are any er
rs notify thig office promptly
PUBLISHED WEEKLY.
nd they will be corrected.

he
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Entered February 8th, 1997, at the Kenna, New Mexico, Tost Office, as tcond
Cbti Mail Matter.
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March

Notice Is hereby pfven that Enos M.
McAuley, of Llston, New Mexico, ,who

on Feb. 23, 1907, made Homestead
Kntry, No. 03098, for Lots 2 and 3.
SE
Sec. 18, 4 S., R. 29 E., and E
Section 13, Township 4 South, Range
2S East, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of Intention to make Five-YeProof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before. W. T. Cow-gilV. S. Commissioner, in his office
at Kenna, New Mexico, on the 13tl
day of May, 1912.
NOTICE FOR ITBLICATIOX.
Claimant names us witnesses:
Serial No. 0i:v.lo
.
John Schirck, James A. Harris, EG
S. Denson, Oscar Hewr.tt, ail of Olive, Department of the Interior, U.
N. M.
Land Office at Roswell, N. M.
ARTHUR E. CURREN',
March29. IBIS
Register.
Notice is hereby ulven that Tolllver
Marralnore, of Kenna. New Mexico, who,
NOTICE FOR PI BIIT VTIOX.
ar

l,

03926, OG475 KWG.
Sion Coal Lund.
Department of tho Interior, IT. S.
Office at Fort Sumner, N. M.

Ind
March

19, 1912.

Notice is hereby given that Columbus G. Stroud, of Olive, N. M., who, or
Jan. 2S, 1907, made Homestead rtntr)
Serial 03926 Lots 1 and 2, EVj NW4.
and on May 20, 1903, roado Feria
CB473 for the NE'4, Section SI, Township 4 South, Rango 28 East,, N. M.
1. Meridian, has filed nctico of Intention to niifke Five-YeProof, to
establish claim to to the land above
described, before W. T. Cowgiil, U. S
Commissioner, In his office at Kentta
New Mexico, on the 11th day of May.

tto--

j

.

Afent for the Par.liatulle Steam
Laundry, of Amarillo, Texas
6 Phon.
No 13

&

Trust

O.
on

Claimant names as witnesses:
John A. Kiuimons. Willie A. Fry. Ernest
'adthyiic and John K. Frazier. ail of Kenna,
New Mexico.
T. C. TILLOTSON,

Register.
10.

Al'lUL

1.1.

1913.

Co.

-

ar

to-th-

FOR PUBLICATION.

NOTICE

01453 KWE.
Non Coal Limit.
Department of the Interior, U.
Land Office at Fort Sumner, N.
IMarch 19, 1912.

S

M

Notice is hereby given that Pete T,
Simpson, ot Kenna, New Mexico, who
on August 9, 1906, made Homestead
Bntry No. 01453, for Northwest quar
tar (NW14), Section 21, Township
South, Range 30 East, N. M. P. Meri
dian, has filed notice of intention to
Proof, to establish
make Five-Yeclaiai to the land abovo described, before W. T. Cowgill, U. S. Commi8
sioner, in his office at Kenna, New
Mexico on the 10th day of Mar, 1912,
Claimant namea as witnesses:
William H. Cooper, John G. Keller,
Hanry C. Burroughs, Charles M. Bar
ber, all of Kenna, N. M.
ARTHUR E, CUB REN,
Register
ar

FOR PUBLICATION.
01231 KWE
Non Ctml Laud,
Department o? tho Interior, U.
Land Office ft Fort Sumner,
NOTICE

M, March 19, 1912.
Notice Is hereby given that Ernest
Paddock", of Kenna, New Mexico, who
ob Sept. 22, 190(1, made Homestead
Kntry No. 01231, lor Southeast quar
ter (SEV4) Section 2, Township
29 East, N. M. P. Meri
South, Ran
dian, haa filed notice of intention to
make Five-YeProof, to establish
claim to tho land above described, be
fore W. T. Cowglil, V. S. Commis
sioner, In his office at Kenna, New
Mexico, oti tho H't'a day cf May, 19!
Claimant names p.a witnesses:
George T. Littlrfiobl, Tolliver
Nrramo:e, Jason II. Gandy, Jason T,
Gandy, all of Kenna, N. M.
ARTHUR E. CURREN,
ar

Krister,

T--

Claimant names as witnesses:
I.urher

M.

C'aimiehael, John

A

Roaei-s-

,

Daisy Hotrers and Kuima Uoavera. allot Ken
na. N. M,
T. C. ' TILLOTSON,'

Register.

May

Cloiuly

prrr7'

Serial No.

OlltiM.

of the Interior, U. S
Office at Roswell, New Mexico,

Department

May in, 1012.
Notice Is hereby lrlvcn that Annie L. Green
2S. IHOfi
uf Kenna, N, M., who on
made homestead entry, Serial No. OHIWI,
for S NE', Sec. 12, Twp. 8 S, Bantre 31
nnd Txts and 3. Section T, Township 8, south,
Kanire S3 enst. N. M. P. Meridian, has tiled
r
notice of intention to make Final
Proof, to establish claim to the land above
described, before W. T. Cow gill, V. S. Com
inissioner. In his ottlce at Kenna, N, M., on
the tthday of June 1913
Five-yea-

Claimant'names as witnesses;
Luther

t'aimichael, John A. Kouers
Daisy Koifeisand Knunu Jiearers, nil of Ken
na. N.M.
T. C.

0:
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Stealers in

X

M Kinds cf Building Material,
Farm Implement

.

--A.

SPECIAL OFFER:

tl tl.Q linf nt ; T.rsliK

1

ti

M.

i

7

Mention this Paper:

yi

to eorof poitjff. nl pieklTi.

t
l

Arid
till. TalnaliTe
p.'nin.iu, .o.nnvr wnn iy Dig
G!':i...u u
inntrnriive, ieHiii.iui preo ana A'lAns hook,
tna .a .Doat ui. JiOAt VUlttlBI ol SkU, flKnti. tc
.H.W. Buckbee.

m
M

wi

l

"wbuSo8l.

Mtiw&tm S9
Ha rrow tl C'
3

.

SEPARATERS.

CREAEV3

.

'

I'

''iiririVBt

ifM-wi-

$2000.00 Death Benefit:
$15.00 weekly benefit for accident or sickness; $1,000 for
loss of limb or eyesight; .$100.00
for eniei'Kriiicy relief ; benefit,
Cost is R.00per yearho Other'
tlne:j nor assessment..
,MEN

and WOMEN between ages 1G
Reliable
to G5 are accepted.
Company with $100,000.00 State
Deposit for the protection of
to guarantee
the payment of clains. Write
for further information giving

poliry-liold.ers'a-

your age. sex and occupation.
Address Dept., 441 American
Registry Com any, Erie, Pa.

Money and Keepi
iiics! ST
Style by Reading.McCaH'

sss

Also 9rcprieUrs cf

Kagailae and

$ke Vienna iJin $hop.
XOell "Gat'idgs,
,

ffanhsr all kinds ef galvanized Jrctt and ffin
Repairing Vieatlif and ifrtmptlii S)cne
.

yiimmans

rcs.

Rpgister.

le:ir f;tllior, come
heme with nie now, for ma has
si n. e carpels to lei.t; she's got
ill the fuiiii:iir out in ihe road
fio m the fioi.t poit-down to
ho street.
Tie stove must
come down and ho put in the
xhe.l, and tho yard must be
cleared of dry pa.-s- , for it's
time to clean lu us- and the
ham's to pay and the front
window need.-- some new glas1.
lil her, dear father, come home
with me now, and bring some
bnlona and cheese; k's most 12
o'clock anil lo re's nothing lo
eat I'm so hungry,. I'm weak
in the knees.
All the dinner
we'll have will bo cnl scraps
i

-

and melt, and we'll have to eat
standing up, ton, for the table
and chairs are all out in the
yard On, 1 wish spring house
cleaning was through
Father,
dar father, come horn with
jiie now, for m.i is mad as a
says you're a lazy old
Turk;
tiling, and that she proposes to
put you to work. T h o r e ' 5
painting to d and papjr- to
hang, and windows and casing
to scrub, for it's
time, and you've got-tcome
home and revel 111 suds and cold
grub. Ex.
house-cleanin- g
o

Beat of the Pulse.
Tho average pulue of a healthy tuao
times a minute.
beats Bv3nty-tw-

Pattern

"
The Art of Seeing Things.
The art of seeing things Is not
lomethlng that may be conveyed In
u'ca and precepts; it la a matter vital
u the eye and ear, yea, In tho mind
nd soul, of which these are the or- jans. 1 nave os little nope 01 peing
ible to tfell the reader how to Bee
to tell
;hlngs as I would have in
lira how to fall In love or to enjoy hia
linnor. Either he does or he does hot,
ind that Is about all there Is of It.
..
lohn Purroughs.

i
c iiliilojru(.
ti :'JZL CUi'MX 2

I'ri'iiiiu.-'.1

and CunIi rrizo Oflr.
b ZO VeX 37 SL, VO YOiOt

lUUablo, Pure
W'Ht

I

:.

Prepared for Emtrgency.
"What makc3 you keep giving tut
fish for dinner day after day?" he Inquired. "Are you particularly fond of
It?" "No," she replied, ' I was wholly
I read a lovely recipe about
unFelflsh.
how to remove a fish bone whon it
t
sticks in your tfcroat, ad I want
try It."

.

fut

f
1

Father,

Using KcCall

,

McOir. Maiaiiaawlll
MACAZIHE
hrt you dresa styl-lshla modoruie
e:(penso by keeping
yon posted on tho
latest fashions In
clothes and bat"" 60
Kc.w Kashlon Iseslcns
Issue. Al.--o
lu eac-valimhlo Inrormatlon
on all honia aud a.'r-st.n(July
inuiiurs.
6oc a year, Ineluclliif
a fico puitern. but),
Fi'rll.o today or send
rrrr earn trrjx
rr.i vn am
for frco sample copy.
I'xCSWaiima will enable you to make In
ii .'.h'. wi.U y. itruwn hr.nds. clothing lor
jjiiB'K I'.'.iU culldimi wlilcb will bo perfcrt
lu styhj cad lit. l'ric' ii'.no hlj,'hr chau lw
ttfjt.;.
ior free l'auprn Caialoguo. .
V.'o Tni Cm 1fo FfcM Prcsaata for (rntllnir utile
scri:iao:in aini.tiir your Iri.'iiils. Solid lor fic

XCerk.

31.

1

-

splf ndr.1 : Onion, 8 best Tarle
l;ulb-- 5
TOTetlft la all.
TO PLKASE.
JJAKAPiTEi:

Writa

Plows,

"

SEEDS SUCCEED I

CKXCIS'S

to bullii Nw HnMapn. A trial Will
?' Jlaiomaiie
vuu our lnaai.at customer.
vi Pri;e Co1.(,rti"iii huuh, i7TantM:i-

TlLT-OTSO-

May

0

n .n.

FOR PUBLICATION.

NOTICE

15
15

Partly cloudy...

.

Five-sea-

Section 30, Township 4 South, Range
East, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of Intention to malte Five-YeProof, to establish claim
land
above described, before W. T. Cow-gil- l.
IT. S. Commissioner, In his office
at Kenna, New Mexico, on the Hth
day of May. 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Columbus G. Stroud, Henry T,
Jones. John L. Neely, all of Olive, N
M Jason T. Gandy, of Kenna, N. M
ARTHUR E. CURREN.
Register,

10

Totnl
Clear

S.

Notice is hereby jfive'n that Jnmes E. Green,
tt Kenna, N. M., who. on Noveinher 1i, lBdC,
NOTICE FOR l'l'BMCATlOX.
Scilal No. OIHTC.'Tor
made homestead
03925 KWK.
Lots I, S. Section 1: ar.d norili Vt of northeast
Son Coal Lnnd.
Department of tho Interior, IT. S
Section 12 Township (i south, Unnte 31
Land Office at Fort Sumner, N. M., east. N..M.P. Meiiclluu, has tiled notice of
r
lVoof, to
intention to make Final
March 19, 1912.
Notice Is hereby given that John F. establish cloin to the land above described,
Bynum,- of Olive, N. M. who on Jan. before W.T. CowiriU, U. S. Ccmmlssioner, In
25, 1S07, made Homestead Entry No hinc nice at Kenna. N. M on the Slth day of
3ISS, for Lots 3 and 4, and
iWV June, 1912.
SS

85

.4

01147B.

of the Interior, U.
Land Office at Roswell, N. M.,
Department

May

C3

PUBLICATION.
No.

Sn-la-

Js.'l.

Temperature.
Mean temperature
Mnxivmun temperature
Hinimum temperature
Greatest daily range
Precipitation.

"l,-- i.

FOR

Sboax,

MONTHLY SUMMARY.

S.

Cow-fill-

NOTICE

V

eatier fJjiirvau.

Station,

1112.

Claimant names as witnesses:
John F. Eynum, Henry T. Jones
John N. Neely, of Olive, N. M., Jasor
T. Candy, of Kenna. N. M.
ARTHUR E. CURREN,
Reslster.

n
0

(ggricuUtift,

S, SDep' f of
?!

The Kenna Bank

Mt'E- -

')

Tl.

The depositors in this Bank are
.secured by the laws of this Territory
to the extent of $30,000.00.
Our officers are bonded and we
carry burglary Insurance. Every
safeguard of modern Banking protects you. Come in and see ua.

NolHll

1

obSavage,
server, pcetoffice acldree?, Boaa,

is

April

--

M

Bai bci

g

The-

OF KENNA, N. M.

I1H.7,

ar

iTb

j

L. RODERGON,

I1. G.

made homestead entry,
Scnlul No. 013540. (or Kiist
southwest M Sec.
unci enst K of the northwest !' Seetion iO,
rownsliip 0 south, Kane SO east, N. M, P. M
filed notice of Intention to malte
Final Five year Proof, to fsu.liiish claim to
,
W. T.
ihe land above described,
U. S. Commissioner, In his office, at Ken
ia. New Mexico, on the Hth day of May, 1013.
December II,

Uj l
R.

Vic e President"

Kenna Bank & Trust Co.

'1

M'rt

-

WANTED Good Hovslkeipinc Mag
azine requires the services of a represent
ative in Kenna, New Mexico, to look
nfter subscription renewals and to extend
circulation by special methods which have
Salary and
proved unusually successful.
commission.
Previous experience desire-abl- e
Whole time or
but. not essential.
ipare time. Address with reference, J. F.
Fairbanks, Good Housekeeping
agazine.
181 Fourth Ave., New York City.

T. I.1TTI.F.1TEI.D,

V.'B. SCOTT, Cashier

notice rou rrm.icATioN.
19, 1912.

V,.

lr':1

t costs 0. 00 moio to make five! M
ar proof on 100 (acres than it
003 to make commutation
Subscription Si. 00 Per Year, proof, and $12.00 mora on 320.
I'he. reaf on fortius will be ex- In Advance
lained by the oflicer before
ATrtlsinr Ratea Marie Known on Application whom you make proof.
03998 KWK.
Non Coal Land.
Department of the Interior, X
S.
I.ml Offtce nt Fort Sumner, N. M.,

srosn,

;;vvi.r tnuritanf
i

ue

ur

n' iruH n Sftetis.

";tUi-'-.-

crvtn

CENTS
;

j.uid our
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Mil

LOCAL AND PERSONAL.
ClIUKCH A X NOV

Preaching
srh vi li

;it

X

KXT.

C'KM

l!v White Ciuip-(vi:i y 3d ami

1

4 th

Smvlay. Kvet ) ho
ially invited to attend.
Elder V. II Wood.
ly-cur- d

otter hn
of Cftlarrh
Ctvrh Cure.

rtrH

W A LIIN

O.

KlNNAN

A MAHVIN.

4

WholPfHle Onweifitii, Toledo, O.
Core la taken lnUrnally, acting
HaH'd Catarrh
upon the blood and mil eon a aurfacea ot th
vrurm. TpRtlnionlnis eent free. Trice 75 cent per
kettle. Hold ity all Hnifcwta.
Jnfcke
Iiaii s Family ruin tor comtipatmi.

Fou SLK

OK

ttoswoN, N. M.

Pete Simpson left Wednesday
hrg'iit, for' sorti3 jioiilt in Texas.

E. P. Murrey and children kfl
Thursday mornings train for
Wills point, Texas.

on

Frank Parker and wife visited
at the heme of J. A, "Kimmons
and wife last Sunday.
Lucian Powell, who has been

working atEoswell, came home
Wednesday, to visit his folks.

J.

A. Kimmons tobk his

demo-Cvac- y

to Clovia this week.
during
the blowout there.
use
for
Up

Lena Harris, who hns
been seriously sick for the past
two weeks with appendicitis, is
Missi

up-to-d-

OV

Record.

S.
May n, 1912.

sentative,
Fob Rent. The Locker house If any of your neighbors oi
yourself desire any of these
and farm, joining town.
,

f

bulletins, please notify me by
number, and I will have them
nmi'etl to them by the Depart
ment of Agriculture v
In add it ion to the Farmers'
Bulletins,, if there re any othr
public documents 'that you desire, let 'me know and I will try
anif porcure them for you
Respt ctfully yours,
Geo Curry, M C
Call at this( ftice and. yon will
bo shown a list of the bulletins
you can select fiom.

and Wednesday
nithfca fine rain Ml in this secAn angry man strode into the
tion of the country. It mad
good moisture, and seemed to thug store and called for the
be general over a good so pe of proprietor. ''Look at my head,"
T h e
country.
lie demanded angrily.
druggist looked and could not
J. E. Green and his daughter but note that on theman's bald
y
pronounced
a nixed a few days ago, from bead was a
Gasoline, Texas. Mr. Goen has protuberance loo huge to be
returned to Texas to utay a style a mere lump. "Look at
month or so, but his daughter is that!"contimi"d t he angry man.
"It t bad eiKUgh to Im bald
still here.
headed without having a thin:
Arrived: Last Friday night, like this growing on my donvv
at the homo of Mr. and Mr?. A Your darned stuff did that and
Hawkins, a young man by the it's growing bigger cvry day.'
name of ,,Geovgu Lawrenw The druggist stepped behind the
Hawkins." He has conclu U d percripti. n case, helda hurried
to stay, and become a perma- conversation with his clerk.
re.-.enlltribo emerged
nent resident.
found
umphantly. "I
out
J. G. Stroud and J. V. Bynum wtiat's the trouble," he anmade proof on their claims last nounced. "The clerk who waitSaturday 3 Mr. Stroud only ed on you is new and when you
made proof on his original asked for a bottle of my hair
h'omestead. He hal intended restorer ho made a slight error
in wove unon 320. but the De and gave yon a bottle of my
partment ruling knocked him celebrated bust developer.
out on his plans.
v.-r-

1

i.--

tiK

"2e$U

X

- - -

tK
VA.

aotice fob rmurATioy,

Sprint Ki.

(Hi.

(KWK.J

Department of the Interior, V. 8.
Land Office nt Fort Eumnor, N. M..
April li), 1912.

No!le Is hereby i:ren Hint Fred Preston.
of ftoswcll. New Mexioo. who, on October
2i, I'M, mnrte hmneslen'l entry, Serlnl
il MS. for th
H of the northwest li. MI.
4 SVV,'. NWH, SB.1. Section 1", Township
south, llnr.ire it cuat, N, M. 1. Merldinn, has
lllefl notice of hucnilon to make Pinal Fire- -

N.

eft

Claimant names as witnesses:

Jne,

Willlnm Henry Liitlit. r.nwrem'e K.
Kdwnrd D. Clny. Frnnk K. Miller, all of Klirta.
.Vow Mexico,
AKTHCH K. CURRR.
31.

i

NEW GROCERY STORE,

have only a small stock at present, but
it is new, fresh and clean, and I will sell as 11
cheap as you can buy the same goods anywhere in New Mexico. Come and see.
OSCAR R0BER50N,
North of Livery Barn.
1

n
n

w-ym:-

a Hi!i,:BirM

i

"e-b-

'

"FM"

Mll'K

--

(KWF..)

Department cf the Interior, V. 3.
Land Office at Fort Sumner, N. !.,

pill 1. 15:3.
Notice is h.'ieby iriven th:it 0;iie Bsllard,
wldjw of H.::ii y X. ithet fon', deceased, of
lcnn: X. M, who. on May m. IJo", made
lumestcad entry Seriitl No. MSMe, for the wait
j, Section
f sji;;hivest
Township 4
esn H of ilia
south. Itnnjre !'. enst. und the
2.
lorihwcst k. Section
Township 5 South,
laniro 2:' ens'. X. M. p. Meridian, has filed
loli-'of intent ion to nmkc Five ear Prenf,
to es'iibl'sh claim to tlie bind above ilescrihed
.n t' W. T. f'.wir!l,- t:. s. Commissioner,
i:i iis I'll ic m ICanna, N. M.. on the
llh dy
A

of

XVl'IfE FOK J TIILK ATION.

FOR ITBLICATIOX.

K

"-'-

,!u--

ini3.

f.

Cialiiiar.t names

U3 witnesses:
Solkmn
'I'. Candy, Ccoi t'c T. T.it t leflehl, JasoB
Serial No. CI;KI.
A blank ciopiepoit, saya the Department of the Interior, I'. s, If.Ouhcl;.--- Min ion K. Lovcia;'!-- all of ICenna
nt.
San Francisco Argonaut, was Land Offkc at Foil Sumner, N. M.,
ARTMITI F. Ci'RREN.
3, 1SI2.
April
sent out by a Cleveland paper Notlee is hereby civen ti nt Ilortle V. SuftO.y,
.
Register.
for the firmer to fill out, and formerly llortie V. Hucl.li-y- , of h'enna N. M.. AinilSf. May ill.
who, on March 8, 1807. mndo homesi end entry
the other day one of theiu came Serial
No (MH34, for Soui!iest ' of Seutior.
back with the following written 1(), Townships south, Kune :tj east, N. M. P
TfCTEfE for nmrcATiov.
Meridian has filed notU-- of lutentionio make
on the back side in pencil:
Seilal No. (SH1.0.
JdCWK.) .
I'mof, to esinblh claim to
Final
'All we've got in this neijh the land above described, before '1'. Cow Depariinent of the Interior U. 8."
Land Office at Fort Sumner, N. M..";
in his oflloe. at Kenna.
borhood U threo widder3, two Bill,M.,lT. onS. Commissioner,
April id.
..
ft.
the Uh diiy of May,
of
wheat
,
school ma'am a patch
Notice is hereby iriven that John E. Jordan,
Claimant names as witnesses:
f I.i.Vm. New Mexico, w ho, on January M,
the hog cho'tia, too much rain, William H. Cooper, Joseph A. Cooper. OliveiN l)T,
made homeslend entry Serial No. (M,
Powell, Jonn W. llroehinan, hll of Kenna.
for the northeast U section
about fifty acres of 'taters ind M.
'lownship 3
south, Knnire 3) east, N. M. J. Meridian kaa
AUTIU'R E. CtTKREN,
a durn fo who man ied across-eye- d
died notice of intention to malic Finsl
Register.
gal because she owns eighty
Proi f, to establish claim to the land
M:iy 17.
April
bove desciibed, before W.T. C'owirill, TT. S,
siieep and irmiiloj which the
.Jotnmissioner, in his ofllce nt ICenna, N, M ,
is nn1, and no more "at
in the lOMi day of June 1915.
.

r

Tuesday

Pimm,

iubb)r

-

n

al!-da-

-

;):a!ier.:ry.

iVi

Register.

Washington D. C

:

edi:n.

April

Sir.
Enclosed please find list
They are havinjr a school clos
which
lufj; picnic and hip; dinner at the of Farmers' Bulletins,
on the app'i-catfo'Cooper schn'il house ' todiy, will he furni-he- d
to a Senator or Repre"
northeast of toV)V? '

y
The Baptist folk held an
meeting anfl a basket dinner at the church in this city
last Sunday. Well attended
and lots of good tilings to eat.

8

Vi

Ukhikskxttivk.
17.

Pure, fresh Srus 5 Xhmkdt.
kinds Patent 5lcdiditc3 S 6lcck

yenr J'roof. to estnt'lisli clnim to the ln
hove dpsurihed, l efoie W. T. CnB iiill, U. S.
Commissioner. In his office nt Kenna, New
Mexico, on the 12ih day of June. 1UI3.

the Jeweler.
Tell ZJnk you saw his ad in the Kenna

A

Di-a-

N. II. Feck ham made a trin
to Portales the first of the week,
to get a cream separator he had
there, and some other ai ticks
lie had left there,

"l

--

House

d durgren, flW fnj. f
fhc Vienna QrvQdcre

ate

Q. W. Zink,

new High School building, in
the City of Iioswell, beginning
on Monday, June thtj !hd 1012
and con' intiing two weeks.
Examinations will be held on
Frid iv and Saturday June 11th.
and 15th. Instiiu'eis compulsory upon all persons that ex-- p
ct to teacli in t his County.
Very reaped full v,
C. C Hill,
Supm intend. ni f VI ools of
Chavei County.

reported as convalesent.

See this office.

l

All Q
Rosvvell
At Q. W.Zink's-t- hc
Records.
$ kinds of
if
CI
Watches, Rings, Jewelry, Musical Instru-- y
ments, Music Novelties. 13 years in busi-- i
ness at Ro3vell. Low prices and Square
deal.
j$ Mr. Zink will fix your watch if it is out of
repair. Send it to him by mail.

lAsidenl
Lots m Kenna, N. M. Also 120
acres good land adjoining the
lots, with good well of water,
in house and good tank.
Fine proposition for some one
who can sell the lots owr.ei
hasn't the time to see after it.
Will trade for anything that is
rood Stock of Jewelry,, Dry
Goods; Groceries or improved
city property.
Write Kenna
Record and get in touch with
owner.

THE CHAVES COUNTY
TEACHER'S IN RTITUTE.
Arthur Garland came home
Plainviow,
from
Texas, last
The Chaves County Teacher's
Saturday.
Institute, wilt In? he'd in tin-

WHERE?Jeweler.

i)

Th,ik.

2-r- oi

George Taylor lias gone to the
Valley to hunt work.

w

Fisctis.

Shifsitlttn

II

A When you want a Talking Machine tliat M
M "Tnlic " Inv a "Vlr.tnr"
Rdlsnn "
.
. or.J
--

and

108 TJiiaine.-'- s

PHONOGRAPHS.

i

1 '

dlwtly

Po-

D;. H,vL.

-

F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo. O,
W
the tindrrnlirnertt have known F. J. 'tieny
for the Inst IS yenn. and brllrve him perfectly
In nil biifilnrm tmnmrttonn and nnnnrlftllf
able to carry out any ohtivntlona made by hla Arm.

'PLANTS, PLANTS."
(5aibage, i'omato, Sweet
tato and Popper Hants.
Ask for prices.
1108 WELL SEED CO.,

I fow's This?
for
ftunrfrM Hoi km
that cannot be turM bf HH

e

,

r

Five-yea-

Y

11112.

1S112.

.

,

F1t-vei-

ir

a- -

l

Claimant names as witnesses:

present."
THE KID SEES IT.
"Girls in love ain't no use in
AS

the whole blessed week.

Sun

down the
days they're
the road, expectin' he'll, come:
S mday afternoons they ca iM
think of nothiu' else cause heV
liere. Monday mornin's they're
sleepy and kind of dreamy and
on
sim nl v eoou lor nollnn
Tuesday and W e d n e s d a y.

(ieonrti A. Ocaves, Henry I.iston, tieerr
NOTICE FOR ITBLIC.VTIOX.
nulla--- , Alexander Hold s. nil of Liston N. M.
K WE
.Serial No. (WtffiT.
ARTHUR E. CURREN,
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Register.
April
Iand Offke at Roswell, N. M.
i!l.
'
Aprils. IMS.
Noilee is hereby iriven that .Ismes H. Me
Arthur, of Kenna. New Mexi.-o-, who. on Doc
ry. Scria)
eniboi-SHXtTHE FOR I'l'BLK 'ATIOV.
l0,. made homestead
No. 0.7, for South H of the Southwest H
Serial No. CtOfn.
(KwR.)
of Hie Southwest !i of See Oeparlniont of the Interior, U. 8.
and Northeast
lion 9: and Southeast '4 of the Southenst X
Land Office at Fort Sumner, N. M
south, Rant'e .15 east April li). I'JIt.
of Section R. Township
N. M. P. Meridian, hns filed notice of intention
Notice is hereby giren that Nsney A.
Proof, to establish Jasper, of Kcnnn. N. M,. who. on February N,
to make Final
olaim to the land above described, before W
UK)", inadi! homgsteud entry Serial No. Ctn,
T. Cowglll, 17, S. Coir:nilniotier. In his nfl'ce, for the nortliw est
Section S, Townships.
at Kenna, N. M., on the 31st day of May, 1.12 Hotitli, iinni'c
east, N. M. P. Meridian, kaa
as
witnesses:
Claimant names
tied notice of intention to make Five Year
WilUa McCombs. Luther M. Carmichiiel,
Proof, to nabllsh claim to the land above
WIllliiM II. Cooper, Charles H. Siir.s. till of icrlbed before- W. T, Cowirill, U. S. CommisKenna, New Meiicw.
sioner, in his olllce at Kenna, N. M., en tae
T. C. TIUX)TSON,
lllh day tf June, lais

el

,

!

Five-yea-

r

?

i

Thuisday they git absent-min- d
ed an' begin to look off tuwards
Sunday agin, an' mope around
and the dishwater gets right
under their noses. Friday lhey

-

Register
April

Claims nt names as witnesses:

John tl. Keller, Charles W. Ayers, Otoree
.
William P. UttlefiaM, all
f
f.
Kenna, N. M.
'
ARTHUR E. CURRPN.

17.

MltU-llelrl-

break dishes and go off in the
be;t room and snival an' lookRegister.
out o' the winder. Saturdays
T,l.
April
NOTICF?
BLIC.VT10X.
FOR
H
hey have queer spurts o' work-in- ',
(KITE.)
Serial Nos. (M14! nd o:Wi.
o'
spurts
all
an'
p'ssess,
Irko
Detiarlment of the Interior, tT. S
Land Office at Fort Sumner, N M
frizzin' their hair. An' Sunday
April l. 1912.
NOTICE FOR ITBLICATIOX.
agin.
over
all
lhey begin it
Notice hereby iriven that Harvey V. l'u
(KWE )
Seritl No. t'XSj;,
way
this
effected
1007,
15
April
n.ude
Sonic men are
of Kenna. N. M.. who, on
U. S.
of
Department
Interior,'
the
No,
H
ums.
for
north
homosteail entry. Serial
too." Ex..
Land Office at Fort Sumner, N. XI.,
of northwest V, north 4 of northeast (. Sec
!6--

l

i

Bob Kubersonhas developed in
to a book agent. He is selling a
book giving the Great Titanic
Disaster.

John Schirck and Ed S.

Den-so-

n

were Keina visitors this
wtek, from the Olive section.
This don't mean a section where
they giow olives, but. Olive is
their p smftice.

tion If. Township .'i south, Ranue SO eust. nnd
who on May in. 9tin. made add, homes! oat
ntry. Serial No. t:'.3?. for south H of north
east H. and norihenst 'a of northeast U. and
northeast ! of aoutbessl V. Section IS, Town
shi .' sou.h, ltsace tJ east, N. M 1. Meridian
his filed notlcaof intention to wake Five j ear
Proof, to establish eluliu to '.he la'.id nbove de
scribed, before W. T. Cowtill, I'. S. C
ilssioner, in his oftlca at Kenna, N. M., o:i ih

litlidiiyof June I'J12.
Claimant names a3 witnesses:

Ayers. John A. Kimnions. V.'il
Haul H. Cooper, Joseph A. Cooper, ell of
Keann, N. M.
AUTiirR v.. ctum-'- v

Charles

VT.

April i'J, iai3.

la hereby given that Ophelia M. Ovar-strec- t,
of Kenna. New Mexico, who, on Sept.
i, W, inr.de homestead entry. Serial H.

Notice

for the southwest U Seetion S4. Tom-shii- i
south, llange east. N. M. I. Marialai.
has tiled notice of intention to make Final
Five ycur I'roof, to est alili-- h claim to tha ltnl
I', t.
above dcsi'i ibcd before V.T. T.
Commissioner, in his office at Kenna, N. II.
on the loth day of June. 1UIS.

I1KS7.

IS

111

Con-Kill-

Claimant names

"X

May

Jl,

witnesses:

t;rn,

T.uthcr M. Carniiclinel, Martin W.
Calvin (' I'alton, Jar.irs II. McAnl ur. ail
Kenna, New Mexico.

f

ARTHUR E. CFTiREN.

Rcfisttr.

R"K:-':-'

April

.19

,

Al.-i-

W

Mi

j II.

COULD

Kidney

HARDLY

Trouble

MOVE.

Caused

PROPERLY

MADE

' The Largest
Bella.
SHE WA8 WISE.
"Great Paul," the bell of St. Taul's
cathedral, In London, weighs nearly
17 tons and 4a nearly 30 feet around.
The first "Big Ben" of Westminster
was cast more than 60 years ago and
weighed more than 14 tons. But "iig
Ben" bad a crack and was cast over,
losing some weight, and the clapper
was made Bmaller, now bchig about
600 pounds Instead of a ton.
Tho
great bell, "Peter of York," cost $10,-00weighs about 13 tons and is 22
feet In diameter.
The largest hanging bell In the
'J.
world Is in the great Buddhist monastery near Canton. It Is 18 feet In
height and 40 feet In circumference,
I
VrtrT
being cast of solid bronze. This is one
I
1
lJ J u
of the eight monster bells that were
cast by command of Emperor Yung
Lo nbout A. D. 1400. It coBt the lives
of eight men, who were killed In the
Mr. Telllt Wright Are you fond or
process- - of casting.
fiction, dearest?
Mlsa Cutting Illntz Yes; but don't
.The One Sur.e Thing.
tell me I'm the only girl you have
"We can always be sure of one ever loved.
thing," said the wise man.
' What Is that?" asked the foollBh
Over That Now.
one.
"Is their honeymoon over?"
"I guess so. She's stopped sitting
"That we are never aure of
up for hlra when he's out late nights."

TEA

Terrible

Misery.
Mrs. J. S. Downs, 219 N. Sixth St,
My back
ChickBRha, Okla., says:
cross my kidneys became bo lame 1
My limbs cramp-ancould hardly move
ed
stiffened and

THE MOST HEALTHFUL AND EX
HILARATING

OF BEVERAGES.

d

completely
felt
worn out. Nervousness and headaches
kept nie In an unstrung condition and
frequent passages of
,1 the kidneymysecretions i .
dlscomadded to
tVrfTivrort. I was soon re- I

Where It Doe, Harm the Fault I, Al
ways With the Maker Unwholesome Qualities Are .Brought
Out In the Steeping.

It Is said that we tan our stomachs
and become, therefore, Incapable of
digesting food that we turn Into nerv
ous wrecks it we drink tea.' And this
would be so if we ured tea Immoder'! Movprl
hnwpvor. After ately
and made It carelessly. Let ua
I began taking Doan's
li"1
Investigate a little and see wnat can
Kidney Tills and when I bad used be done to preserve to our use the
tour boxes, I felt like another woman." cup that cheers.
When Your Hack Is Lame, RememAnalysis shows that tea Is rich tn
ber the Name DOAN'S." 60c all stores. proteld, that It contains alkaloid
Foster-MUburCo., Buffalo, N. V.
theln and a volatile oil end tannic
acid. Its stimulating effect Is due to
Needed It.
theln and 'the oil Us astrlngency is
The Star I must have real food In caused by the tannic acid. Theln la
so soluble that It Is almost Immediate
"the banquet scene" tonight.
ly drawn from the leaf when brought
Manager Why?
Into contact with boiling water. Them
The Star Because I'm hungry.
stimulates gastric digestion, but the
tannic acid and oil are harmful. ExWhen Your Eyes Need Care
Is deTry Murine Kye Rrmeiiy. No Smarting Feels periments show that tannic acid
Fine Acts (jnirkly. Try It for Rnl, Weak, veloped in very small quantity as
Watery Eyes and Granulated Eyelids. Illussoon as tea comes In contact with
trated Book In each Package. Murine la
boiling water, and that more tannic
compornided ry our OrnllMs not a "Patent Mede
icine" font nscd In auceesaful PhralolanV
acid is developed when tea has steeped
for manf ymrs. Now dedicated to the
2;V'
AOc
per
)nmiUts
Kottle.
at
and
and sold br
steeped
Mttrina Kya h'alve In Aseptic Tubes, 26o aud 6UU. Ave minutes than when it has
Murine Eye Remedy Co., Chicago three minutes, and that the longer it
stands the more this acid Is drawn
out
,
Impolite.
It Is ltnvn that tea is stimulating.
"Why wouldn't you put out your
tongue for the doctor this morning, refreshing and an alleviator of headache and bodily fatigue. It has a
"iarir
I don't slight Influence in regulating the cir"Oh, Emmy, I couldn't.
know him well enough." Fllegeude culation of the blood and the temperature of the body. It is one of the most
Blaetter.
warming drinks in winter and cooling
"That horrible weather" how pleasant It drinlcs In summer.
In view of these facts all will ad
really Is when you are well! (Jin Held Tea
helps always.
mit that to get the good and reject
the unwholesome qualities of tea It Is
There are times when every man necessary to make It with freshly
has to take a certain amount of back boiled water fast boiling because the
talk from his conscience.
stimulating property, thein, cannot be
extracted below the boiling point and
for this reason also the teapot should
be thoroughly scalded before the tea
Is putlnto It; rreshly boiled water,
In Saskatchewan (Western Canada) because long cooking causes Its at800 Bushels from 20 acres mospheric gases to escape and renoi wheat was the thresher s
ders It flat and Insipid (Soft water Is
return from a Lloyd'
best 'used when it first comes to a
minster firm in the
1910.
Many
season of
rapid boil, hard water may be boiled
fields in that as well as
fifteen to twenty minutes before usother districts yielded from 25 to 35 buing).
shels of wheat to the
Tea should always be made as an
acre. Other grains in
proportion.
Infusion never hblled and with but
LARGE PROFITS
one Infusion to each measure of tea.
are thus derived
The habit of renewing the boiling wafrom lb FNKL
ter over the first measure of tea, or
HOMESTEAD LANDS
of Western Canada.
of using and reusing the tea leaves
This excellent siiufrlnr Cannes
prices to advance. Lb nil visiurb
with a small additional supply. Is a
should double In two years' tinie,
very objectionable one and Is most
lira. In srrow.iiK, mixed dairy-Inrami
I ii
rttleiine
himI
f cuttle pruhlahle. 1
strongly condemned by all health and
are all
ree
Homesteada of 00 acrea are
This Is the way to
food authorities.
to he had In the very beat
dldtrtcts; flO acre
all the injurious qualities and
obtain
OU
per acre withIons at 93.
none of the benefits of a pot of tea.
in reHuln areas. Schools and
churches In everj settle-i- n
No
wonder people tan their stomachs
nnexrelled,
tit,
climate
sol I the richest f vomit water
when they follow such a method. and bntldliig tuaterlal
plentiful.
Here Is the way to make one cup of
ror particulars as to location,
low snt tiers' railway rates and
tea without a teapot: Heat a cup to
dMcriptivo llhibLratMd pamphlet.
boiling point with boiling water, meas''Ijsst Bst TV est, and other information, write to Sup't of
f
teaspoonful of best tea;
ure
Ottawa, Canada, or to
Canadian Uoverniuent A genu
pour the water from the cup, put In
W. H. ROGERS
the tea, pour over enough Tresh boil12S W. 'Ninth St., Kansas City, Mo.
s
ing water to fill the cup
Please write to the agent nearest yoa
full, cover closely and let stand in a
warm place (not In a draught and not
over the fire) for three minutes. Have
ready another
hot cup and a hot
strainer; strain the tea into the cup
HIRES'
and serve at once with sugar and
ROUSEHOLD EXTRACT
cream
or milk, or with thinly sliced
fOH making gLD rAmuntw
'
ROOTBEER
lemon and sugar. Chicago
V.'''.V-iN'1'

"

-

n

Hard-Presse-

Pub-Jt- c

Ask some pompous person if

The bulky materials of brain are water and albumin,
these
but
things cannot Jblend without a little worker known
as Phosphate of Potash, defined as a "mineral salt"
One authority, Geohegan, shows in his analysis of brain,
5.33 per cent total of mineral salts, over
lf
being Phosphoric
Acid and Potash combined, (Phosphate of Potash) 2.91 percent
one-ha-

Beaunis, another authority, shows Phosphoric Acid and
Potash (Phosphate of Potash) more than
the total
mineral salts, being 73.44 per cent in a total of 101.07.
one-ha- lf

Analysis of Grape-Nut-s
shows Potassium and Phosphorus (which join and make Phosphate of Potash) is
considerable more than one-ha- lf
of all the mineral
salts in the food. ..,.
Dr. Geo. W. Carey, an authority on the constituent elements
of the body, says : "The gray matter of the brain is controlled
iy

Hi)

one-hal-

La't
a nc.ipt

.

af S6o.

viU aiatl

ri.u

give

an

J

EVE
ACHES

Wichita Directory
RURAL HOME LIGHTING
No home
Ktnall,

too
or town too large to light
with Acetylene.
Free Estimate of
eoat by dropping ua a card. Th WleMa Acelflir,
MwufacliirlKf

Co,

K.

1715-2-

Santa Ft

Ait , Wichita, Kantai

THE OTTO WEISS CHICK FEED
A Complete

Balanced Ration for Baby Chlcka;
It la cheap because it anvra all the little one.

THE OTTO WEISS

ALFALFA

STOCI

FOOD COMPANY,

Wichita, Kaa.

BASE BALL UNIFORMS

AND SUPPLIES.
Send for catalogue.
Wholesale and retail. The Coldtnith Book anj
Stationery Co, 122 E. Douglaa Am, Wichita. Kaa.

SILOS
We sell the Best
one piece Fir Silo
made. Delivered
to you complete
ready to set up.

Investigate our

plan.

Write for

prices. Don'tdelay.
L

W.

Mill

lt. CMiaaj,

Wlehrta.

i

To Improve Leather Chairs.
When leather chairs have become
worn and rough looking they may be
Improved by rubbing with the following mixture:
Take one part vinegar to two parts
or boiled Unseed oil. Apply this to
the chair aud polish with
soft
cloth.
This will greatly Improve the appearance of the leather and will also
act as a preservative.
.

name.

Writ for premium pwza.
THE CHARLES E. HIKES CO.
288 N. Broad SU. Philadelphia. Pa.

Ita

t.
Potassium Phosphate (Phosphate
entirely by the inorganic
of Potash), This salt unites with albumin and by the addition of
oxygen creates nerve fluid or the gray matter of the brain. Of
course, there is a trace of other salts and other organic matter in
nerve fluid, but Potassium Phosphats is the chief factor, and has
the power within itself to attract, by its own law of affinity,
all things needed to manufacture the elixir of life.
cell-sal-

three-quarter-

Tfy.mr frooe
Oa.packaf.n"lraHoai. yoa
a pack.ga
tappll.d. w.

s.

like good friends and repair it,

iire-euiu- -t

Every home should make
rootbeer in springtime for
its deliciousness and its fine
tonic properties.

does.
With a green chauffeur these two
boys were trying out a new model
touring car. They were sitting In the
back Beat when the greenhorn at the
steering wheel gave It a twist and
came within an ace of hitting an old
man at a crossing. The victim was
so shocked that be fell to the pavement, and a crowd gathered in an In-

stant.

Looking back, the motorists decided

that things looked bad, but that they
had better go back and see whether
the old party was killed. Finding him

all right, but winJed, they took him
for a nice ride around the parks. So
pleasant did they make It for hlra that
when they took him home to his wife
he introduced them as "The two young
men who saved my life."
' They are now thinking
of applying
for Carnegie medals. '
Every man has some good In him,
but sometimes It takes a lot of coaxing to bring it out.

Further on he says: "The beginning and end of the
matter is to supply the lacking principle, jind in molecular
form exactly as - nature furnishes - it in vegetables, fruits and
grain. To supply deficiencies this is the only law of cure."

Brain is made of Phosphate of Potash as the
principal Mineral Salt, added to albumin and water.
.

contains that element as more than
of all its mineral salts.

Grape-Nut-

one-ha- lf

s

Fuam

Talking of food, there is probably
no professional man subjected to a
greater, more wearing mental strain
than the responsible editor of a,
modern newspaper.
"
To keep his mental faculties constantly In good working order, the
editor must keep his physical powera
up to the highest rate of efficiency.
Nothlfig will so quickly upset the
whole system as badly selected food .
and a disordered stomach. It therefore follows that he should have
right food, which can be readily
and which furnishes true
brain nourishment.
"My personal experience in the use
and Postum," writes
of Grape-Nut- s
a Philadelphia editor, "so exactly
agrees with your advertised claim as
to their merits that any further exposition in that direction would seem
to be superfluous. They have benefited me so much, however, during
the five years that I have used them
that I do not feel justified In withholding my testimony.
"General "high living.' with all
that the expression Implies as to a
generous table, brought about indigestion, in my case, with restlessness at night and lassitude in the
morning, accompanied by various
pains and distressing sensations
during working hours.
"The doctor diagnosed the condition as 'catarrh of the stomach,' and
prescribed various medicines, which
did me no good. I finally 'threw
physics to the dogs,' gave up tea
and coffee and heavy meat dishes,
and adopted Grape-Nut- s
and Postum
as the chief Articles of my diet.
"I can conscientiously say, and I
'
wish to say it with all the emphasis
possible to the English language,
that they have benefited me as medicines never did, and more than any
other food that ever came on my
table.
"My experience is that the Grape-Nu- ts
food has steadied and strengthened both brain and nerves to a most
positiva degree. How it does it I
cannot say, but I know that after
breakfasting on Grape-Nut- s
food one
actually forgets he has a stomach,
let alone 'stomach trouble. It is, in
my opinion, the most beneficial as
well as the most economical food on
the market, and has absolutely no
rival." Name given by Postum Co.,
Battle Creek, Mich.
.

"Don't know? Why, I supposed you based your opinions
on exact knowledge instead of pushing out a conclusion like you
'
would a sneeze."
'.'Well, now your tire is punctured, let's sit down

s;

mo-

He Forgot That He Had a 8tomach

Ask him to tell you the analysis of brain material and
analysis of Grape-Nut-

th

Two young

FrtOM THE EDITOR.

Chances are you get a withering sneer and a hiss
enunciation. v
Then sweetly play with the learned toad.

of

1

lmmt-(rntlu-

Food helps

Grape-Nut- a

build the brain.

Splendid Grops

ill

what has happened?

torists on the south side believe It

If Yom Lille
a ILittle Ounieti

I'rnc-tlc-

1

They Saved Hit Life.

Docs It pay to stop your motor car
after an accident and go back to see

'

Every day's use of brain wears away a little.
Suppose your kind of food does not contain Phosphate of Potash.
How are you going to rebuild today the worn-oparts of yesterday?

.
..

ut

Cream of Watercress Soup.
Wash, pick over and chop fine one
bunch of watercress, add to three cup-fillof veal stock, bring to a boiling
point, and let simmer ten minutes;
then strain through double thickness
of cheesecloth. Melt four tablespoon-fulbutter, add five tablespoonfula
flour and add to the stock
Cook until mixture thickens, add a cupful ot
cream or rich milk, season with salt
and pepper. Put in a few drops of
frwn vegetable color, reheat and
serve with squares of bread nicely
browned.
American Toast.

To one egg. thoroughly beaten, put
one cup of sweet milk and a little salt;
slice light bread and dip tn the mix

tuie. allowing each slice to absorb
some of the milk. Then brown on hot
buttered griddle, spread with butter
and serve dot
Fruit Loaf.
One pound dates, one pound

-

from lack of. nourishment.
It is true that other food besides Grape-Nut- s
But in Grape-Nut- s
Plain wheat and barley do.

contains varying quantities of Brain food.
there is a certainty.

And if the elements demanded by Nature, are eaten; the life forces have
the needed material to build from.
A healthy brain

if one would "do things' in this world.
A man who sneers at "Mind" sneers at the best and least understood part of himself.
That part which some folks believe links us to the Infinite.
Mind asks for a healthy brain upon which to act, and Nature has defined a way to make
brain and renew it day by day as it is used up from work of the previous day.
healthy
a
Nature's way to rebuild is by the use of food which supplies the things required.
is important,

"There's a Reason9' for
'

tigs

cup English walnuts
grind through grinder and mix thor
oughly together, knead into a rQU ano
X'H tn powdered sugar

three-fourth-

result?
And if you don't, why shouldn't nervous jSrostraUoh and brain-fa- g
Remember, Mind does not work well on a brain that is even partly broken down

s

.
,

Grape -- Merits

"

POSTUM CEREAL COMPANY. LIMITED, BATTLE CREEK. MICHIGAN, U. S. AJ
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AID

FOR DIRECT VOTE
OR IL

FOR

INDIANS

PASSES POPULAR
TION MEASURE BY VOTE

ly 100.

OF 237 TO 39.

PASSED SENATE

States For Ratification Now
States Approve, Measure Will Be-

To

Al-

Tn South Carolina Is the earliest
civilized tribe of Indians In the United
States, and they are not the wards of
the government. These are the Catawbas, and they number approximate-

ELEC-

HAD ALREADY

SOUGHT

Catawbas of South Carolina Have
ways Been Friendly to the
Whites.

5. SENATORS

HOUSE

IS

If

come Law Applause Marks
Passage First
Tried
In 1826.

Washington, May 14. The house today adopted, 237 to 39, a joint resolution providing for an amendment to
the constitution to permit the election
af United States senators by direct
vote of the people. It already had
paused the senate and now gos to the
states for ratification.
All that remains to be done is the
formal signing of a proclamation to the
states to signify their wishes on ths
proposed change.
The vote was preceded by a bitter
right, in which the' southern members
Joined common cause against the resolution. The Georgia, Mississippi anil
Louisiana delegations fought to prevent Its passage because of the senate
amendment which gave the federal
government supreviston of the elections. They based their opposition almost entirely on the danger, of negro
domination.
There was not a single Republican
vote cast against the resolution,, which
was adopted to the accompaniment of
thunderous applause.
Direct election of senators was first
taken up by congress in 1826. From
. time to time recurring attempts have
been made to make the senate a popular body, and have its members elected as are the members of the house.
Numbers of these resolutions have
died in committee while others were
passed at the last moments of a congress, never to receive the president's
signature. Senator Brlstow of Kansas
introduced in 1911 the one that passed
today. Amended by the house, it has
been in conference since July 5, last
year, and If the house had not receded
from its opposition to granting federal
control of senatorial elections It might
have met the fate of the others.
It was this danger that led the house
to agree not to press Its views.

State Senator W. H. Stewart of
South Carolina is In Washington t
tonfer with the congressional delegation of that state with the view of
having these Indians placed on the
same basis as all other red men, and
It is probable that a bill will shortly
be Introduced to this end.
"It is strange, perhaps, that the Catawba Indians, who 'have been wards
of the state of South Carolina for
many years, should never have received any recognition from the national
government," said Senator Stewart,
"but it is a fact, nevertheless.
The
Catawbas are the only American Indians, so far as my knowledge goes,
that have always been friends of the
white man. They never took the blood
of a white man, and during all the
early struggles of the whites against
the ' Indians the Catawbas remained
true. They were in what is now South
Carolina when the first whites reached that territory, and they have remained there.
"For a long time the Cherokees occupied the same territory, and there
was continual strife between the two
Cherokees were among
tribes, for-ththe most bloodthirsty tribes on this
continent. In all the struggles the Catawbas took sides with the settlers
against the Cherokees. The latter In
dians massacred many of the settlers
In South Carolina.
The state government, after having
taken care of these Indians for so
many years, now Is seeking to have
the national government make pro
vision for them, so that they can, in
common with other Indians, have
lands allotted to them and become
American citizens; which is only Jus
and fair." Washington Post.
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Cheyenne, Wyo., May 14 The Dem- - TO OBIVB OfTT MALARIA
AMI BUILD I P THE SVSTRM
ocratic state convention late this afTake the Old Standard UHuVb S TAHTKLtaihri
Yuu auow what Ton ara latins'.
TUNIO.
Oil
U.I.
maternoon unanimously adopted the
Tna formula la plainly printed on sTary butlla,
It U simply quinine autl Irun lu a tatlele&s
jority report of the committee on reso abutting
form, and tbe uioat edttclufti form. Jl'ut gruwu
.
lutions by which Wyoming's six dele- people and onitdran. oil ocula. "
gates to the natoinal convention at
Curt for Insomnia.
Baltimore are Instructed to vote for
"Dibble says be can't sleep."
Champ Clark "as long as there is a
"He ought to read the war news
possibility of his nomination." After
rom
Mexico."
to
use
their
delegates
free
are
that the
own Judgment. The selection of dele
fimokers do not guess at the quality of
gates was taken up after th report of
LEWIS' Single Binder cigar. It s always
the resolutions committee.
the leit.
Stockers Come From Chicago and Sell
60 Cents a Hundred Higher.
Kansas City,' Mo., May 14 Twenty,
four carloads of tbin cattle, known to
the trade as Blockers, arrived in Kan
sas City today from Chicago. They sold
'at 6 to $6.65, or about 50 to 65 cents
a hundred pounds more than they cost
n Chicago,
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Scotland Profited by the Lesson the
Insect Taught to Its
Monarch.

!

PUBLIC

Over Five Million Free Samples
Given Away Each Year.
The Constant and Increasing
Sales Front Samples Proves
the Genuine Merit of

Scotland has many legends that the
sheepherders and highland peasants
never get tired repeating. A long time
ago King Bruoe ruled over Scotland
before that country became a part of
England, and he learned a lesson from
a spider that enabled him to succeed
when otherwise he would have failed.
King Bruce had lost many battles.
He was discouraged.
He had made
his final effort against his enemies
and failed to vanquish them.. Deep in
despair he went to a lonely room In
his castle. Reclining on the couch
and thinking, he happened to notice
a spider drop from the celling on a
single silken cord. He watched the
spider fascinatedly. It now began its
ascent. It slipped. Time and time
again it tried to mount, but each time
it failed. The king watched intently,
forgetful of all else. An hour passed.
Finally the spider succeeded. It was
an inspiration for King Bruce. Why
should he get discouraged, having
tried only a few times and failed T He
made one last grand rally against his
enemies and routed them, and from
this incident came the old saying, "If
at first you don't succeed try again."
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What is a "merger," John
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Johnny
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Into Your Shoes

(he ntlarpllc
Allcn'l Foot-Du- ir,,
powder lor the IrcL Are yuu a
trille sensitive about tlie size of
your shoes? 11 any people wear
shoes a t'ua smaller by shaking
Allen's Fool-Fat- e
into them. If
jroa have tired, swollen, hot,
gives
tender feet, Allen'a Foot-Eaa- e
Instant relief. TRY IT TO DAT.
Sold everywhere, S3 cts. Do Del
accept any substitute.
fCt TRIAL FaCKSCC sent by mall.
"In a pinch, Mother Gray's Sweet Ponders,
use alien's thp twst meijii-lnfor feverish. slrltly
(oat Lax." liiil.irn
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HAROLD SOMERS. ISO Dc Kalb Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.

"Oh, several hours."

THE DOCTOR! "DISCOVERED!"

E.

DAISY FLY KILLER

Man.

Kind-Hearte-

"Mr. Wombat!"
"Couple of suffragettes out here
throwing stones at your window,"
bawled the policeman.
"How long have they been dome

--

THENFW FRENCH RCVIEDY. fto.l.Jfo 2.10.3,

"Let 'em alone. It amuses the girls
and I don't believe they'll hit the window."

THERAPfeON

Garfield Tea Is unequalled either
occttbluual or a daily laxative.

FOK HAI.K--

as an

The man who wants the right of
way wants it right away.

SSSJSaW!

OKKAT NCCCKSS. CI HKH KID.NKY. HLAlHKK UI.UKAHKH
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STRONGER THAN HIS STOMACH.

NO

The celebrated Dr. Abernethy of London was firmly of the opinion that dlsor
ders of the stomach were the most prolific source of human ailments in general. A '
recent medical writer aays: " every feeling, emotion and affection reports at the
stomach (through the system of nerves) and the stomach i affected accordingly.
," He continues, " so we may be
It is the vital center of the body
said to live through) the stomach." He goes on to show thut the stomach ia
the vital center of the body. For weak stomachs and the consequent indigestion
or dyspepsia, and the multitude of various diseases which result therefrom, no
medicine can be better suited as curative agent than

Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery,
"Several months ago I gnlTorpd from a severe pain right
tinder the broast-bone,- "
writes Mrs. O. M. Mukkejj, of
Corona, Calif. "Had Buffered from It, off and on, for several years. I also suffered from honrt-burdid not know
what was the matter with me. I tried several mtxllelnes
but they did me no good. Finally, I was told It was my
liver. I did not dure to eat as It made mo worse. Whenever I swallowed anything it seemed that I wonld faint it
hurt so. I grew very thin and weak from not eating. Was
told to t.ako Dr. Pierce's Golden Medieal Discovery. I took:
five bottles of It, and could feel myself getting better from
tne IlrsL aoae 1 e" id eat a little without 'mm ana grew
B,ronB 'ast- I am strong and well and can do a big
day's work with ease. Can eat everything and have put on
llesh wonderfully.
I will sav to all suUorers write to Dr.
i'lorce. lie has my undying gratitude."

Time.
"How. long have you been a widow,
Mrs. Weed?"
"It will be a year tbe 4th of next
month."
"Dear me!" Is it as long as that?
How time flies!"
"Oh, do you think so? Well, If you
ever have to wait a year to look pleasant when men offer you attentions
you'll give up the idea that time is
much of a flyer."
.

Imoortant to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Infants and children, and see that It

CJISS

BIguature of
In Use For Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Cqstoria
Not In Any Way Desirable.
"Do those people who moved into

the fiat across the hall seem to be de
sirable neighbors?" asked the man.
"No," replied the woman. "I watch
ed everything that came out of the
moving van. They hadn't a thing
that we would care to borrow."
Appropriate.
Willis Why do you call your machine a "she?"
Gillis It is said to be the "last
word" in an automobile construction.
Judge.
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W. L. DOUGLAS
W. L. Douglas makes and sells more
$3.00, $3.50 and $4.00 shoes than
any other manufacturer in the world

2.50 3.00 $3.50 4.00 4.50&$5.00
FOR MEN, WOMEN AND BOY8

WX.DouRlas $3.00 & $3.50 shoes are worn by millions
of men, because they are the best in the world for the price
V. I Douglas $4.O0, $4.50 & $5.00 shoes equal Custom
Bench Work costing $0.OO to $8.0O
Why does W. L. Douglas make and sell more $3.00, $3.50
nd $4.00 shoes than any other manufacturer in the world ?
BECAUSE: he stamps his name and price on the bottom and
guarantees the value, which protects the wearer against high
prices and inferior shoes of other makes. BECAUSE : they
sure the most economical and satisfactory ; you can save money
bv wearins W. L. Doufflas shoes. BECAUSEt thevhavano
equal for style, fit and wear. DON'T TAKE A SUBSTITUTE FOR W.LDOU&AS

SHOES.
If your dealer cannot supply W. L. Douglu ihoes, writs W L. Pouelai, Brockton, Mass., for catalog,
Shoea sent everywhere delivery charges prepaid.
J'art Color Euteta IWJ,

41

Paxtlne Antiseptic sprayed into the
nasal passages is a surprisingly successful remedy for catarrh. At druggists, 25c a box or sent postpaid on receipt of price by The Paxton Toilet
Co., Boston, Mass.
Innuendo.
"What's Cholly so angry aboutT"
"Oh, some rude glrkasked him If he
was a suffragette."

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES
f

Color more goods brighter and faster colors than any otherdye. One 10c package colors all fiber. They dye In cold water brtter than any other dye. You ran
Dye. Bleach and Mia Colors. MONROE DatUG COMPANY, Uuiacy, IIU
dye any garment without ripping apart. Write for tree booklet How

Rather Disinterested.
"Let me take your sister apart."
"Don't. She Is all broken up, as It
is.'
Mrs. Wtnalow'a Soothing 8Trap for Children
teething-- , aofteua the guiaa, redoces Inflammation, alLja pain, curia wind colic, tie bottle.

Occasionally wo meet a man who
rather work for a living than
get Into politics.
would

Unsightly eruptions disappear after a course
Tes.

For Rheumatism, Gouts Lumbngo. Use
can",horaed

a silk hat

trtow ugly, grluly, gray hairs. Us

Vaseline

Camphorated Vaseline gets right to the seat of tbe
trouble.
Gives quick and grateful relief from rheumatlo and similar
pains.
d
glaM bottles.
Put up In neat,
Kvery mother sliuuld know all about the different
"Vaseline" preparations. They are JuBt what she needs for
tbe minor family ailments and accidents.
metal-cappe-

Send a postal

of. Garllold

Tbs man. who wears
A friend in word is not always a
shouldn't butt in.
friend in deed.

iiecouae

a Qunnrcn centurv
THE

IN ONE.

MRS. SELBY AND PRIZE BABY

"I have Always used Cutlcura Soap
and no other for my baby and he has
never had a sore of any kind. He
does not even chafe as most babies
do. I feel sure that it Is all owing to
Cuticura Soap, for be la fine and
healthy, and when five months old,
won a prize In a baby contest.
It
makes fay heart ache to go Into so
many homes and see a sweet-face- d
baby with the whole top of its head
a solid mass of scurf, caused by poor
soap. I always recommend Cuticura,
and nine times out of ten the next
time I see the mother she says: 'Oh!
METHODISTS WON'T RESCIND
I am so glad you told me of Cuticura.' "
CHURCH
FAMOUS
RULE (Signed) Mrs. O. A. Selby, Redondo
Beach, California, Jan. 15, 1911.
Committee at Conference Rejects Plan
Although Cuticura Soap and Ointto Leave Amusements to Indl.
ment are sold everywhere, a sample
vlduals' Conscience.
book, will be
of each, with
mailed free on . application to "CutiMinneapolis, May 14. Unless the cura," Dept. L, Boston.
general conference of the Methodist
Episcopal church overrules the action All He Wanted Was Just Plain Eggs.
"
of the committee on state of the
A youth entered one of the
church, that part of the famous para-cafes on Grand avenue and
graph 260, of the church discipline, ordered eggs. "Up. or over?" asked
wnich especially prohibits dancing, the man behind the counter. "I just
card playing and kindred amusements, want eggs," replied the prospective
will remain a law of the church.
diner. "But do you want them up or
By a vote of 100 to 57 the entire over?" repeated the waiter, and again
committee late today voted to reject the guest asserted that he desired
''Vthe report of the majority of the sub- "only eggs." 'The third time the party
committee which favored the elimina- of the second part insisted on his
tion of a portion of the paragraph and qilery, whereupon the patron, with a
leaving tVe amusement question to. the sigh of despair, said "I guess I'll take
"conscience" of the individual mem- a steak." Kansas City Star.
bers. Dr. James R. Day, chancellor
Milky Way Causes Glaciers.
of Syracuse university, Syracuse, N.
Another suggested cause of glacial
of the
Y., chairman
which favored striking out that section periods is that they have been due to
of the paragraph, served notice on the the shirting of the milky way, such as
report is known to have occurred; Assuming
committee that a minority
that much of the earth's heat comes
would be made to the conference.
Debate in the committee on the from the stars, Dr. Rudolf Spitaler
Pleas were finds that the change of position in requestion was strenuous.
made by delegates from foreign lands lation to the milky way might have
given a different distribution of temto retain the paragraph.
perature from that existing at the
present time. The starB are not only
WYOMING FOR CHAMP CLARK.
crowded in the region of the milky
Delegates Instructed to Vote for Speak' wa,y, but many of them are of the hottest type.
er as Long as He Has a Chance.

CATTLE HIGHER AT KANSAS CITY,

NATION SAVED

froo prepaid.

for BS pp. lUaatratad booklet
Addreaa Dept. U,

Chesebrough Manufacturing Company
17 Stata

Stmt

LA CHCOLK" HAIR

(Conaolidatad)

DRKSINa.

PRICK,

Naw York

i.oo. rotall.

LITTLE NEW MEXICO ITEMS.

HAPPENINGS
I

JOAN OF ARC AS A SUFFRAGETTE

SOCIALISTS

SHOW; SYMPATHY

Minor Occurrences of More Than Ordi-

nary Interest.

N

V

NEW MEXICO

0A

atari) Ncwapaper Union Newl Bervlca.

East Las Vegas observed Ma 6 as
Day.
official Clean-uA bill which provides for a state
mine Inspector has been Introduced In
the Senate.
W. G. Cass of Lakewood, Eddy county, was fined $25 and costs for failure
to respond to a summons for Jury
duty.

FT, SCOTT POSTOFFICB
WITH SUBSCRIPTIONS.'

SWAMP

p

Wvklern Newspaper t'nlon New Service.

Silver City Lead in Autos.
Silver I'Mly. Silver City can boast
of more nmos to the population than
any other city In New Mexico. There
ore new about seventy-fivmachines
In the city, the population about 3,500,
or one to every fifty people.
e

Editors on Trial Receive Hundreds of
Letters From Sympathizers all
Over Country.

Alfonso Diaz was run over by an
ore train near Santa Rita while he
was walking on the track. Ha was
baaly mangled.
Finds Prehistoric Dwelling,
Mrs. M. M. Montaner, secretary of
Santa Fe.
At Magdalena, Socorro
county, Ursulo Borrego, a sheep the school board of Taos, reports the
herder, while standing on one ot collection of $348 poll tax, for the past
many mounds In that section, felt him- three months.
self sinking and broke through the
A bill regulating
the salaries of
telling of a subterranean room appar- county officials la now being considently part of a large communal dwell- ered by the State Legislature
This
ing. In the room were a large number bill Is No. 149.
uf rare and artistic pieces of prehistoric pottery that curio dealers valuj ly The Senate passed the bill previouspassed by the House asking Conat $500. There were also charred corn
and several skeletons.. Prehistoric gress for a specific duty of 20 cents
communal dwellings not excavated per pound on scoured wool.
number many thousands west and
Th citizens of Tularosa have petisouth of Santa Fe, and tradition has tioned for the passage of Senate bill
It that some of them contain rich No. C2, to provide for traveling litreasures.
braries for the public schools.
Senator Catron introduced bills establishing a $25,000 fish culture staRemarkable Landslides Reported.
in New Mexico and appropriating
Santa Fe. The weather bureau re- tion
$5,000 to drive public well at New
ports a remarkable landslide forty Kirk.
miles west of Santa Fe In the Jemes
The Albuquerque Retail Merchants'
mountains which has engulfed a large
area. Natives are afraid to approach Association has reached one hundred
the brink of the sink as trees and members. At a recent meeting fourrocks along the edges are still crum- teen new members were added to the
bling away Into the abyss. Large list.
cracks are also opening In the earth
The spring terra of the District
north of Jemez Springs. The entire Court for Eddy county' closed after
range consists of extinct volcanoes, being In session for five weeks. The
which were active In recent geological docket was the heaviest in the history
times, and has many hot, sulphur, Iron of the county.
and other mineral springs and lava
Candldo Aragon lost his arm In thy
flows.
The weather bureau also reports an unprecedented snowfall of saw mill of E. Romero near Tajique
two to four feet in that same section. He slipped and his arm tell across a
saw which severed It so that It hung
only by the skin.
Estancia Valley Is Busy.
The rock crusher "north ot Vaughn
WUUard. The Estancia Valley is has resumed operations after a shutagog at present over wells, pumping, down caused by the severe weather.
artesian water and oil. At Estancia Something like 300 men are to be em
plans are being matured for the drill- ployed eventually.
ing of a deep well, 1,500 feet, at least.
George W. Peters of Chicago, of the
Two Oklahoma capitalists, Messrs. Mc- Selig Polyscope Company, has advised
Dowell and Scott, who spent a week the bureau of immigration that he will
in the valley Investigating Its possitake moving pictures of Albuquerque
bilities In oil or artesian water, made and the sheep Industry .lu Socorro
a definite proposition to the people of county.
Estancia that they would drill a well
A wreck which caused the destruc
somewhere in the valley, 1,500 feet or tion of a considerable amount of propdeeper, as occasion might demand, if erty, although no one was injured, ocguaranteed a certain bonus, the latter curred at the station of Bodega, a few
to Include oil leases on 15,000 acres of miles from Belen, delaying traffic for
land. The consideration for the leases some time.
will be $1 per acre a year. The Esceremonies at
With appropriate
tancia people have this proposition
under consideration and the latest re- which His Grace Rt. Rev. Archbishop
John B. Pitaval presided, the hand
port is they will accept It.
some new addition to Saint Anthony's
sanitarium at Las Vegas was dediChavez Defeats Murphy.
cated recently.
Albuquerque.
Bennie Chavez of
At the Presbytery meeting at Cha
Trinidad defeated Johnny Murphy con, Mora county, Rev. Samuel Magill
(better known as Harry Riede), the of Raton and Elder Jacobo Mondragon
Aspen feather-weightReferee Kelly of Ranchos de Taos were elected as
gave the decision at the end of the commissioners to the general assemtwentieth round. The Trinidad boy car- bly at Louisville, Kentucky.
The following citizens have been apried the fight to his opponent In all
but the second and third rounds. Mur- pointed members of the National ReA. A. Jones,
phy had the better of the second and sources Commission:
Vegas; Arthur
fought an even round In the third. Democrat, East
The Denver boy displayed wonderful Seligman, Democrat, Santa Fe; Solosameness and took more than ordinary mon Luna, Republican, Los Lunas.
punishment. He tried repeatedly to
Disappointment was caused among
land the winning punch, but Chavez women federationlsts when Governor
was to wily and displayed his ability MacDonald sent to the Senate the
to give a beating and get away from nominations for regents of the New
any severe return. Chavez in almost Mexico Normal School at Silver City,
every round brought blood from Mur and did not include a woman among
phy's face, either from a cut over the them. The nominees are Van T. Man-villeye or from the nose. He lacked the
and Jackson Agee of Silver City,
steam to land a knockout punch on and John W. Corbett of Deming, Demthe Irish lad, although he lauded al ocrats; A. W. Cooley and C. W. Mari-ott- ,
most at will.
Silver City, Republicans.
Flood warnings have been Issued for
the Rio Grande valley In New Mexico.
School Building Progressing.
In the county offices of McKlnley
Gallup. Work la progressing on the
foundation of the Sister's school that San Juan and Valencia counties, the
Is to bo built in Gallup during the past weeks, a deed was filed conveysummer. A number of the patrons of ing 1,213,364 acres of land In New
the church have been lending their Mexico and Arizona from the St. Louis
San Francisco Railroad Company
services toward getting the building and
to the New Mexico and Arizona ljtnd
started. It Is expected by the first of Company,
the consideration named beSeptember that school can be opened
ing $7.1)98,000 of the capital stock o:
at the regular turn this fall.
the land company and $3,000,000 first
mortgage bonds bearlhg six per cent.
Interest.
Uniform Fraternities Insurance.
Santa Fe. The uniform fraternal
Kid Dix of Brooklyn was no match
Insurance measure already adopted In for Bennie Chavez, the Trinidad bantwenty-sistates, and which places tamweight, in a scheduled twenty-rounbout under the auspices of the
the fraternal Insurance companies tin
der state supervision and regulates New Mexico Athletic Club at Albuthem to charge querque, Chavez winning by a knockv them so as to compel
Chavez went
adequate rates, was passed by thu out in the third round.
after Dix from the tap of the gong lu
"
Senate.
the Hist round and Dix never bad a
A House bill to enable school dU chance. A light uppercut to tha
tricts to borrow muney for school stomach finished Dix. In the second
house construction and equipment, but bout of the evening. Al Smulding, the
primarily to validate a $35,000 bond Clayton blacksmith, knocked out Louis
Goniale of Silver City In the thirl
wa passed unanimously by the Sen
round. The bout was scheduled for
twenty round
ate and now goes to the governor.
.
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Fort Scott, Kansas. Socialists all
over the United States have taken a
Btriklng manner of showing their
sympathy with the publishers of the
Appeal to Reason, who are on trial in
the United States district court here,
accused of sending Improper matter
through the malls.
More than 2,000 of them have sent
tetters to the defendants. Each letter contains from five to 200 subscriptions to the Appeal to Reason.
It is estimated that the subscriptions
total 44,000 and each mall Is bringing
in more.
The envelopes bear this direction to
the postmaster: "Deliver this letter"
to the editors ot the Appeal to Reason, now on trial in the postoffice
building at Fort Scott, Kan. Should
it be delayed and not reach Fort Scott
until the trial Is over, forward to the
Appeal to Reason at Glrard. This letter contains subscriptions to the Appeal to Reason."
This enormous increase In mall has
almost swamped the postoffice here.
Every available man Is being kept
. .
on duty.
The trial was postponed at the request of J. I. Sheppard, attorney for
the publishers.
He is also attorney
for Bruce Mitchell, accused of assaulting the postmistress at Fuller, Kan.,
and stealing a mail package containing $10,000. Judge Pollock consented
to take this matter up before the Appeal to Reason case.
The effort of the government to
prove that Sheppard, Warren and
Wayland had conspired to get Julius
P. McDonough, the prosecution's star
witness, to leave the country, failed.
After a day of testimony Judge Pollock aald the evidence was insufficient
and tUscharged the three.
QUIT RAILROAD

STUART, who led a division of the monster suffragette
MISS MARIE
tn New York city, attired as Joan of Arc, and created a sensation
by her masterly handling of her spirited horse and her portrayal of the

French heroine.
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J. 8. Bigger Charged With Accepting
Rebates, Pleads Not Guilty
Others to Follow.

WANT STATE

PUBLICITY

BUREAU

Convention, of Commercial Organizations in Nebraska Propose to Ad-

vertise State to the World.

FOR

BULL

RING

Young American Who Undertook
Become Matador Badly Gored
at Juarez.

to

El Paso, Texas. R. C. Burbank,
said to have lived in Kansas City,
was badly gored' in the thigh in the
Juarez bull ring attempting to kill a
bull.
Burbank was a conductor on the
Mexican 'Central railroad, but decided
that the bull ring had more attractions. He has made several successful fights in minor capacities, but this
time essayed the role of matador.
He waved his red flag, but his feet
were not nimble enough to carry him
out of the way.
The bull ring was crowded with
American tourists and Mexicans, attracted by the novelty of an American-,
matador,
and many women
fainted.

Omaha, Nebraska. At a convention
organizations of the
state, held at Hastings, It was decided to work for the establishment of
New York, N. Y. Jos. S. Bigger, a publicity bureau for the state as a
general agent In New York of the legalized institution under the state
United States Express company, was legislature. At the suggestion of Gov.
Indicted for accepting rebates in the Aldrich, the convention decided to ask
government's fight against the ex- the legislature for an appropriation of
press company. This is the first of $50,000 every two years to publish
the government's suits. Bigger ap- the state's worth to the world.
peared
The bureau, It was planned also,
before Judge Mayer in the
United States district court and would have under its Jurisdiction the PREPARING FOR "SANE" FOURTH
pleaded not guilty. Bail was fixed at compilation of all statistical matter
$5,000.
relative to the state's resources, be- Petils County Beginning Arrangements
Early in Season Speakers
The indictment, which charges vio- sides being charged with the Job of
Must Omit Politics.
lations of the Interstate commerce being general press agent for the
commissions law, grew out of an In- state.
Sedalla, Missouri. Under the ausvestigation by United States District
Attorney Wise and his assistants SHOT HIS FATHER'S ASSAILANT pices of the Pettis county bureau of ,
agriculture a unique Fourth of July
which lasted more than a month.
celebration will be given on the MisThere are three counts. The first
Missouri Boy, Be- souri state fair grounds here,.
charges that Bigger and the express Fifteen-Year-olBesides being distinctly "safe and
lieving Parent Killed Took
company accepted rebates on a car
sane" celebration all j firecrackers
Quick Revenge.
load of macaroni sent on December
and fireworks being rigidly barred
30, 1910, from New York to Cleveland
Pittsburg,
Kansas. Peter Sisk, a it will combine the features of a
on the Baltimore & Ohio railroad and
farmer living east of Mu'.berry in Mis- farmers' institute on an enlarged
its branches.
The acceptance of rebate on a ship- souri, became Intoxicated and went scale and an old fashioned basket picment of iron casting on December 7, to the home of Louis Claunch, a nic. Everything will be free not a
1910, between the same points, is al- neighbor, where he announced hlB in- thing allowed on the ground for sale.
leged In the second count. The third tention of chastising his daughter, "Cut out politics" is the admonition
count charges that rebates on oil were who is employed there. Claunch re- given all speakers.
accepted on December 14, 1910. Al- fused to permit such an action and
Had Too Many Papers.
though the rebates amounted only to Sisk shot him three times. The bulGarnett, Kansas. Levy Wright of
about $10, the suit Is regarded as lets took effect In the shoulder and
one of great Importance by the gov- Claunch was not severely Injured. His the Colony Free Press has bought the
believed Sisk had Journal and Daily Evening News of
Bon
ernment.
Arming himself this city from T. M. Trlplett. A deal
killed his father.
with a shotgun he pursued Sisk. Sisk was also made by him with RichardMexican Rebels Defeated.
Conejos,
Mexico. Twelve
hours was struck In the neck. A Burgeon ex- son & Champe of the Eagle Plain
of brisk fighting on the desert tracted the shots. He surrendered to Dealer and Dally Review by which he
transferred to them his dally and takes
plains 300 miles south of the Ameri- the officers.
over their weekly. This will leave
can border between a force of 5,000
Investigate Meat Inspection.
Garnett with one dally and one week,
rebels under General Orozco and an
Washington, D. C With Secretary ly paper.
equally strong body of federals under
General Huerta resulted In a decided Wilson denying any Irregularity In the
advantage to the government. The federal meat inspection, service, and
Doctors End Session.
fighting began at daybreak and at Representative John M. Nelson ot
Springfield, Mo. The Southwest
nightfall the sandy mesas between Wisconsin Insistently declaring an in- Missouri Medical association,
comhere and Yermo, 14 miles north, vestigation will reveal a startling con- posed of physicians and surgeons of
Inwhereby
packers
the
have
40 counties of southwest Missouri has
where the lnsurrectos were gradually dition
forced back, were covered with dead fluenced the administration of the law, Just closed its spring session here
and wounded. Nearly 500 are believ- the house committee on expeditures with the election of officers and the
ed to have been killed and' wounded opened an Investigation which both naming of Springfield as the next
sides promise to be full of sensations. place of meeting. Dr. T. A. Coffelt
on both sides.
of Springfield was elected president.
Dinner to Jane Addams.
German Envoy Quits London.
k
Pittsburg, Kansas. A hundred men
Watchman for Storms.
Berlin, Germany Count Paul
Thomas, Oklahoma. Acting under
and women attended a dinner In honhas resigned as German
or of Jane Addams of Chicago, who ambassador to Great 'Britain.
The Instructions from the city council, the
is campaigning in Kansas for the suf- retirement was announced and the night watchman bere is to' blow a
fragists, at the Hotel Stllwell here. name of Baron Marchall von Bleber whlBtle with variations whenever a
Miss Addams made a short address. stein, German ambassador at Con- bad looking storm approaches the city
Later she delivered an address In be- stantinople and Germany's foremost during the night, thus giving warning
half of suffrage to a larger audience diplomat; has been submitted to the to the families to seek safety in storm
oaves,
In the tabernacle.
government as his successor,
of commercial

d

Wolff-Metternlc-

